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By The Associated Press
Most of Kentucky's Democratic
gubernatorial candidates entered their
last full week of pre-primary campaigning by welcoming a report that
the U.S. Justice Department apparently has authorized a special grand
jury probe of alleged corruption in state
government.
"It was a long time coming," John Y.
Brown Jr. said Sunday during a
television panel appearance in
Lexington. "I'm glad to see it finally."
Harvey Sloane said people he had
were afraid the intalked with
vestigation was being delayed because
of the primary election. I'm happy
that's not the case and it's going forward."
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" Anthony Vaughn, 13-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vaughn, Murray
Route 2, North 16th and Poor Farm
Road, was bitten by.a small white dog
on Monday, May 14, at his home. -The dos was killed and the head was
sent by a-local veterinarian to the state
laboratory for analysis. However, the
dog's head was damaged so badly, they
could not tell if it was rabid, according
to the boy's mother.
Mrs. Vaughn said an effort has been
made to find the'Owner of the stray dog
to see if the dog had been vaccinated for
rabies. If this information is not obtained, the youth will have to undergo a
series of rabies shots beginning

A spokesman for Carroll Hubbard
said the report is "what he's been
saying should be done by the Justice
Department since the U.S. district
attorney requested it four months ago."
Hubbard earlier had charged that the
Carter Administration planned to hold
up any grand jury probe until after the
primary and the National Governors'
Association Ciinference in July.
And Hubbard still "feels it (the
probe ) still will not start until after July
10," the date the governors' conference
adjourns, said Kyle Hubbard, the
candidate's brother and aide.
"But I think he feels that this is some
progress. At least they've given the
approval for it," Kyle Hubbard said.
Hubbard had claimed the alleged
delay was to avoid embarrassing Gov.
Julian Carroll's administration and
Terry McBrayer, who has the governor's support for the Democratic
nomination.
Mark McDanlet,- a McBtayer
spokesman, said that camp welcomed
the probe as something to "clear the
"We've said all along that we wished
they would ge ahead and initiate (the
probe )...because we felt it would clear
the air and it would stop all of the wild
allegations that are being made,"
McDaniel said.
"We are just sorry it was not empaneled sooner, so the air could have
been cleared. It if had been, some of the
candidates wouldn't have had anything
t," he added.
to talk alr
U. Gov.
Jean Se s, press aide to IA
Thelma Stovall. commented that Mrs.
Stovall sent President Carter a
telegram last week asking him to see
what could be done to ex
P!-514te -the
invesugauon.
Sloane, who was campaigning in
Hardin County, also disclosed that he
sent telegrams about a week ago to
President Carter and Attorney General
Griffin Bell "asking them to move on
this thing."
The former Louisville mayor said
there was no response from Carter or
Bell but, he added: "The FBI has been
on this thing for a year and there was
some feeling it was being delayed for
political reasons. I'm sure that nothing
of any significance will occur before the
primary election next week."
Sloane said two published reports
that the panel would be convened at
Lexington "indicates the Justice
Department has made a decision that
the allegations are serious enough to
have a special grand jury."
The Courier-Journal in Louisville and
the Frankfort State Journal, in their
Sunday editions, said the Justice
Department had approved the investigation.
The candidates scattered across the
state Sunday as they began their last
full week of campaigning before the
May 29 primary.
SLOANE
Sloane campaigned in Nelson,
Marion, Mercer and Hardin counties
befwetiu:ning to Louisville for a pig
roa.eand a picnic sponsored by area
See CAMPAIGN
Page 12, Column 7
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the dog will call them at 759-1088 and
_say whether or not the dog had been
vaccinated, no questions will be asktd.
The owner does not even have to give
his name, Mrs. Vaughn said.

Cathey Trial Begins
Today In McCracken
County Circuit Court
The murder trial of Hal Cathey of
Murray, charged with the June 7, 1978,
beating and subsequent death of a
Murray State University coed, was
scheduled to begin today in McCracken
County, Circuit Court.
According to a spokesman in the
office of Commonwealth-Attorney Mark
Bryant, the trial is expected to last
more than a week because of the large
number of witnesses who must testify.
Vicki McChesney, 27, a MSU senior,
was found lying unconscious at the
emergency room entrance of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital June
7. Mrs. McChesney, a native of Princeton, died July 23 at Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah. The McCracken
Csonty coroner attributed the death to
severe head injuries received from a
beating with a blunt instrument.
The trial was set for McCracken
County since the vicrim died in that
county.
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In Our 100th

Merge Of Army,
Army Reserves
Success So Far
"These men make the sacrifice,"
Capt. Jerry Muniz said in describing
the dedication of Army reservists in
Murray's Company D as community
leaders and members of the local Army
Reserve unit met recently with
members of the press at the Reserve
Center for a briefing on the Army
Reserve recruiting program.
Earlier this month, County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller proclaimed
May as "Kentucky's Own 100th
Division of the Army Reserve Month"
and designated Friday, May 11, as
media day.

KENTUCKY LITTLE MISS 1979 — Michille Spann, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Spann of Murray, was crown4d Kentucky Little Miss 1979 in the
pageant held Sunday afternoon in _ vett Auditorium. Miss Spann was
crowned by last year's queen, Kristi Ly n Graham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
were, first, Andrea Leigh Crick,
Jerry- Graham of "A1m0: Bunn-N.3
daughter of Jinvand Vicki Crick, Murrat Shannon Jeanne Lossner, daughter
of Mrs. Jeanne H. McCuiston, Pembro4e, second: third, Monica Leigh Tinsley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Steve Insley, Paducah; and Rachel Renee
Hammock, daughter of William and 1)Aickie Hammock, Hickman, fourth.
igeant was sponsored by Tau Philambda sorority.
:
The e
Photo By Artaaft PhotdgraphY

Thompson N med Dean
At West Texas State Univ.
Dr. James T. Thompson,chairman of
the Murray State University department of agriculture, has been named
new dean of the West Texas State
University School of Agriculture.
--Thorripson038,- will assume his duties
on or before July 1, according to WTSU
executive vice president Gail Shannon.
He Is replacing Dr. Charles
Smallwodd, who resigned July 1 to be
agriculture dean at California State
University in Fresno.
The year-long vacancy was filled on a
temporary basis by Dr. Ron Thomason,
head of the WTSU deplittment of plant
_
science.
Thompson has been chairman at
Murray State since 1975. Before joining
the Murray faculty, he held assistant
and associate professor positions in the
Illinois State University department of
agriculture.
His bachelor of science in agriculture
was obtained from Murray State, and
his master's -and doctoral degrees in
animal science are from the University
of Kentucky at Lexington.
Thompson was selected from a field
of four main candidates, according to
Shannon. "We felt that Dr. Thompson
had the combination of qualities and
experience needed to meet the
challenges of our deanship," Shannon
said.
"Dr. Thompson made a favorable
impression during his interview on
campus as a person with both energy
and enthusiasm and as one who could
adapt readily ,,,to the'needs of West
Texas State University. President
Sherman and I are both genuinely
pleased at Dr. Thompson's decision to

foin the academic administration group
here at WTSU," Shannon said.
Thompson is married and has two
daughters.

The proclamation was intended to
focus the public's attention on the Army
Reserve, especially their recruiting
program.
_ As part.of_an intensified recruiting
campaign, the Reserves opened a
-rtcruitthg- sbbstatlon In Murray.
Recruiters have been assigned to the
substation to assist in filling vacancies
presently existing in the Murray unit.
These vacancies include one administrative clerk, three tank commanders, one dining room manager,
and two drill sergeants.
"It's often difficult to see the Reserve
in action in a small community —it's
even more difficult to visualize them as
part of the Army's big picture," continued Muniz. "But there's a great deal
of action that takes place in a training
unit such as this one. There's also a
great deal of pride involved here. This
is certainly evidenced by the fact that

The Murray Independent Board of
Education will consider a lengthy
agenda when it meets at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May -22: at the board office
building.
The regular Thursday meeting date
was changed to Tuesday in order not to
conflict with Murray High School
graduation ceremonies set for Thersday evening.
Items listed on the agenda include an
explanation of the Comprehensive
Basic Adult Education Program by
Chuck Guthrie of Murray State
University; a report on the Murray
Area Vocational School by director Jim
Lawson; a report on Head Start by
director Judy Whitten; consideration of
a leasing program for band instruments; consideration of the 1979-80
school calendar; consideration of an
auditor for the 1978-79 accounts; consideration of liability, errors and
omissions insurance coverage for all
employees of the school system;
consideration of the pay scale and extra
work, extra pay compensation for
custodians, maintenance workers and
secretaries; and personnel recommendations.

:4/11'.1-A0
.

RESERVE TALK — Capt. Jerry Muniz,commander of Murray's Company B,
left, and Sgt. Charles Billington, right, are shown at a meeting at the local
Reserve Center. As part of an intensified recruiting effort, the Reserves
have recently opened a recruiting substation in Murray.

Delaney Named President
Of Circulation Association
Ted Delaney, Jr., circulation
manager of The Murray Ledger 8e
Times, has been elected president of
the Kentucky Circulation Managers
Association. Delaney was named to the
office at the spring meeting of the group
held in Winchester this past weekend.
_Other AffiCX5__Pamed include vice
president Coleman
Love, circulation
manager at the
News-Enterprise in
Elizabethtown and
secretary-treasurer
Tom Christian, circulation manager
of the AdvocateMessenger in DanDELANEY
vile. Circulation
managers from 16 daily newspapers in
Kentucky are members of the
association

Public Hearing To Be
Held On Community
Development Program
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On Jan. 1, the Army and Army
Reserve joined in their recruiting efforts, and the merger has been quite
successful so far....However,.-tAre are
positions that must be filled for the
'Ft-es-fives 'to 'he at a1ieöepabIé •
strength level. Presently, they are 72
percent of their enlistment quota but
hope to attain 90 percent strength in the
very near future. The Reserves is
authorized to.110 percent overstrength.
The Reserve is offering monetary
incentives for new enlistments. An
option for a $1,500 cash bonus or $2,000
in educational assistance funds is being
offered until mid-June to those who
qualify.
Anyone interested in further information about Army Reserve opportunities are urged to contact a
recruiter at the substation or call 4422949 in Paducah -collect.

Agenda On Tuesday

A

tXPO — Several area Boy Scout and Cub Scout troops participated in the
Four Rivers Council Boy Scout Expo held Saturday at the fairgrounds. Each
troop set up a display. Pictured are (left) a boy scout demonstrates the
. scouting tradition of rubbing two sticks together to start a fire,(middletBoy

Explaining the purpose of media day,
Sgt. Charles Jordan, Reserve recruiter,
said, "We need to get our recruiting
program before the community. We
have a quota to meet but we're not
asking you to go out and fill this quota
for us — we are just asking you, the
people of this community, to support
the program which we hope will enable
us to bring' this unit back to full
strength. We must be prepared in case
of a national emergency."

City School Board
Will Face Lengthy

a

,t

_
men from this unit came out today to
support the recruiting campaign
without receiving any extra pay -some even lost time on their jobs. This
is an act of a proven soldier."

Scouts and Cub Scouts from various troops practice climbing techniques
on a tripod tower and (right)cars near the finish line in the Pine Wood Derby. Cars for the derby are made from 2' 2 blocks of wood.
Staff Photo By Matt Sander.

A public hearing on the Community
Development Program will beheld at 7
p.m. Thursday, May 31, at City Hall,
according to city planner Steve Zea and
Catheryn Jackson, chairman of the
Citizen Advisory Committee.
The purpose of this meeting is to
obtain citizen views and input on the
development of. the program and the
proposed activities to be carried out
with the Community Development
funds.
7,ea stated that all interested citizens
and citizen groups are encouraged to
attend. Those wishing further information about the meeting may call
the planner's office at 753-1225.

The circulation managers, who are in
charge of the delivery of newspapers to
subscribers, discussed the problems
created by the gasoline shortage as well
as the use of mini-computers in circulation departments during their
spring meeting.
Host for the meeting was Tom
Winiger, circulation manager of the
Winchester Sun.
Delaney and his wife, Marilyn, have
one child, Teddy. They live on Glendale
Road.
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showers
Conside.rabLe- cloudines&
tonight with widely scattered
showers. Lows in the low 60s.
Tuesday mostly cloudy with a
good chance of sh‘wers. Highs in
the mid and upper 70s.
Chance of rain Wednesday and
Thursday with pear normal
temperatures through the period.
Highs mostly in the 70s. Lows in
the 54is
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Monday, May 21
Monday, May 21
Jonathan •Aurora Action
Theta Department, Murray
Committee will meet at 7 p.m. Woman's Club, will meet at
aboard the Princess at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
Kenlake Marina for a regular with Kentucky 'Trooper
business meeting and all Richard Wright as speaker.
members are urged to attend.
Bluegrass State CB Club
Murray Lodge No. 105 Fret
will meet at.the lodge hall on
and Accepted Masons will
the north side of the court
• meet at the lodge hall at 7:30 square
at 7 p.m.
p.m. •
Golden
Circle
Class,
: Douglas Civic Improvement
Memorial Baptist Church, will
Elub will meet at the Comhave a supper for husbands
Munity Center, North Second
Street, at 7:30 p.m. All and wives at Sirloin Stockade
members and interested at 6:30 p.m.
persons are urged to attend.
Tuesday, May 22
Southern Kitchens Cooking
County School will be at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway
Association for Retarded Lovett Auditorium, Murray
Citizens is scheduled to meet State University. Free adat 7:30 p.m. in Room 240, missions with tickets given
Special Education Building, free at Murray Ledger &I
'Murray State University.
Times and sponsoring merchants.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
Suburban Homemakers
North Seventh and Olive Club will meet with Mrs.
Streets, Murray.
Learon McGary.

Tuesday, May 22
-Self
Program
on
Protection For Women,"
sponsored by Calloway County
Extension Homemakers, will
be at 10 a.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road. This is free and
open to all interested persons.

Singles Unlimited will meet
:at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
!of First United Methodist
:Church. This is for all single
'adults over 18 years of age.

Murray Woman's Club will
hold another clean up day at
the club house at 9:30 a.m. All
members are urged to assist
with this special Civic
Improvement project.

Murray-Calloway
County
_Community Theatre Board of
Baptist Young Women of
Direciors is Setiedtiled to Meet- Memorial Baptist Church- will
7 -p.m. .at -the _Calloway meet at the twine
Public Library.
Wilkins at 7 p.m.
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For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Frances Drake

Golden Anniversary
Celebration Planned

FOR TUESDAY,MAY 22, 1979

What kind of day will and nerves. Talking things
tomorrow be? To find out what over with a close one helps.
the stars say, read the, SAGITTARIUS
forecast given for your birth (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )
eir4P
Sign.
Entertainment plans are
Foster
,erfqtk
ARIES
subject to change - possibly
Bible Journaling Group will
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191"
Irs
kt due to an extra work
meet at the home of Jo Cleta
Dubious financial projects assignment. Learn to derive
Williams, 1512 Canterbury
should be avoided. Expect pleasure from your work.
Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
little positive feedback from CAPRICORN
TACOMA, Wash. AP) others, but trakcl p•Ians are Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Dexter Senior Citizens are Ralph and Bernice Gourley sly
favored.
Talking things over is your
scheduled to -meet at the they've already helped rase
TAURUS
best bet re a domestic
more than 600 children, Ad
Dexter Center at 10 a.m.
Apr. 20 to May 20)
problem. Instead of laying
-they aren't about to stop nos
After a disturbing encounter down the law, accent reason
Since1946, the Gourley§ h.ve
Ellis Center will be open
re joint assets, you may be in and be adaptable.
from 10 a.m, ,to 3 p.m. for been foster parents.
the mood for seclusion. Plan AQUARIUS
"I've cared for about e% ,ry
activities by the Murray
for a holiday that will suit your ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
description of child God sav. fit
needs.
Senior Citizens. For in- to put upon this
Try to maintain cool.
green ear.,"
GEMINI
formation call 753-0929.
Getting upset will only carry
says Mrs. Gourley, 65. -.kid
( May 21 to June 20)
over into your other affairs
I've loved them all."
•
• Consider priorities. Modest unfavorably. Expect a busy
Murray TOPS Club is
Her first foster child wa, 14
social gains are not worth the day of conuntinkiti.
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at months old when she got bin,
effort if you neglect respon- PISCES
had been in nine foster homes in
the Health Center.
sibilities in other areas. Be (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
one year and was called
amenable.
Private worries and inner
Lunch will be served at manageable" by social w, kCANCER tensions will mount if you keep
11:45 a.m. at the Hazel ers.
oientl!
"Nonsense," spid Mrs. Gt,s(June 21 to July 22) eif.z) them to yourself. Let close
Community Center for Hazel
ley, adding that all the did
Maintain ideals about ones into your private world
Senior Citizens. Center will needed was love. It worked,
qe
career projects, but it may be Open up.
open at 11 a.m. •
said. When the child was 5
difficult to initiate new plans
years-okirhe.Was.ariop pd
now. Distractions
Tuesday, may• 22
may
YOU BORN TODAY are
Mrs. Gourley first becan.•
.Eva Wall Mission Group of
etunpete,with
idealistic
but somewhat
LEO
Memorial Baptist Church will foster parent when her owr..ix
4:
g nervous.
Your
natural '
children were school-age Ad
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
meet at the home of Nettie she had time on
skepticism makes you a born
her hands.
Opposition to your ideas critic. Not for you a routine
McKeel at 2 p.m.
11r, and Sirs. Cornie E. Jones
Many times her charges v,:re
may
be a sign that the plan as job. If you suppress your
wards of the courts. Their st4s
is shouldn't be finalized. originality and try to fit in
Wednesday,May 23 '
varied from a few days to
Mr. and Mrs. Cornie E. Jones of Murray Route 3 will
Curiously enough, your in- with the crowd, you become
Girl Scout Day Camp months while their futures v.,re
Celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, May 27,
tuition puts you on the right temperamental. You can
decided.
Training will be at 9 a.m. at
with a reception at the Community Room of the Murray
track.
"Sometimes it justitears :ay
succeed in any line that
theGirlScout Cabin.
Branch,
Federal Savings and Loan Building, Seventh and . VIRGO
- liearrourto--see-children-tareflects your ideals and are
,..
19Nin
SIKICTU
rray -----------:------------- - ---- -(Aug.. 23 to,Sept._.22)
vy. to who kne,ls wtk
.
usually found in sudi ftalcis as .,
•
.m-s: ,•G-51:1-ile-s-,,--,sver...otr.......,m. .....,All.frignids.a
rid relatives are invited to Call from 2 to 5 p.m., , You'll geta good iaea- or-icting, composin
g, -rfrusic;--.7
and the family requestaiat guests nolfiring girrg:' -: • • • --- -hems -imProwanelltsA DiZtfla..„scull:dare. ...rjpw
should see how sonie of tr..se
..
._....
arid
_....
The children and grandchildren of the couple will be hosts
poor little tykes are treated
but may have difficulty engineering. Your greatest
and hostesses for the occasion. .
When she began. caring -3r
raising the necessary cash. success comes when you ally
foster children, Mrs. Gour-!y
Mr, and Mrs. Jones were married May 27, 1929, by the Rev.
Still, it is a good idea!
yourself with universal
Luther Sanders in Cadiz. Their attendants were Mr. and Mrs. •LIBRA
Mary Bogard was winner of was paid $30 per month :er
principles.
Then your original
child. Now she receives S 19
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 All turn of mind can make a
Herman C. Jones.
the championship flight for
per month. She specializesin
Surface disagreements may contribution that benefits all
Mr. Jones is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Jones of
ladies day 1:golf play on infants, usually
caring for Iro . 'Golden Pond. Mrs. Jones,
disguise the real problern.se mankind. Birthdate of;
the former Mable Futrell, is the
Wednesday, May 16, at the babies at once.
your intuition to get to the Laurence Olivier, actor; A
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Futrell, also of
Oaks Country-Club.Most of her charges re
heart
of the matter, especially Conan Doyle, author; and
Golden
Pond.
Winner of the first flight was brought to her "cold;- she s.,d.
re partnerships.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones have six children-Mrs. Ruth Lilly and
Richard Wagner, composer
Burlene Brewer, and, winner "They are picked up often in _
SCORPIO
Mrs. Jack (Betty i Hanberry, Cadiz, Mrs. Dora Mae Choate,
of the second flight was Peggy the middle of the night ft in
, Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 nt"
Mrs. Linda Lilly, and Johnny Jones, -all--of- Murray, and
who knows where. No le
Nod.
mon
Expect
interruptions' Scotland Yard
Edinon Jones; Mayfield. One daughter, Rose Nell. died in
Others named were Wanda knows what formula tley i-e
than 1.75 million fin erprints
delaying
the
completio
n
of
1937.
on.
They often have io
Brown, tqw putts, Marilyn
work projects. Protect health on me'
Their nineteen grandchildren are Roger, Wallace, and
Herndon,' chip ,in, and -Grace clothes."
Mts.
Jerry
Lilly,
Gourley
Tommy,
has
Steven,
a
ward:
Lisa,
Michelle,
and
Rebecca
James, lowjoi le, according to
that will fit almost any a.d.
Hanberry,Cadiz; Scotty Hanberry,Livermore; Jean Morris,
Mary Bogard, golf hostess.
"I don't mind. begging or t, rMrs:Nels
on (Diana) Shroat, Caroline Choate, and Larry,
The women will play golf on rowing for my
babies.' -le
Gary, Ralph. land Shelia,Lilly, all of Murray; David, Mark,
Wednesday, May 23, at 9:30 said.
and Donna Jones, Mayfield. One grandson, Earl Choate, died
a.m. with pairings to be trine
"ViThat really gets me rilti is
in 1960. .
at the tee, according to Jen- to hear someone refer LJ a
Qualified
Mr. and Mrs.'Jones have four grtit grandchildren-Terry,
child as a 'welfare' baby. T-.0se.
nifer Crouse, golf hostess.
Tina. and Melessa Lilly, Cadiz, and Hilary Shroat, Murray.
Interested
are MY babies."

Parents
!ley To Raise
(her 600 Kids

•

Xt

Parents Anonymous is
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
scheduled to meet at-7:15 p.m. Woodmen of the World, will
information call 759-1792 meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
---DonnaGarland. - •
• ---

yor

Wednesday, May 23
Senior Citizens' Moral.
Celebration will be at Douglas
Community Center. Food,
games, and music will re
included. Call 753-8938 be:ween 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. tir
Tuesday for reservations if I
also if a ride is needed.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Oaks Women
Play Golf.

FUR HES
Experienced
For
CITY COUNCIL

HOSPITAL NEWS
iDetve

5-10-79
Newborn Admissions
Miller, Baby Girl (Debra),
By Abigail Van
Buren
Rt. 8 Bx. 205, Benton, Darnall,
Baby Boy ( Carolyn ), Rt. 5,
Benton.
Dismissals
Anthony L. Hargrove,
Southside
Manor, M-1,
Murray, Mrs. Karen Y. York
and Baby Boy, Rt. 9, Benton,
DEAR READERS: No problems today. Instead. ins
devoting my entire column to tips that could save your life.- Mrs. Laura L. Clark, 605
Let's pretend you're a contestant on "Hollywood _--Barger, Mayfield, Lionel C.
Squares, and you are asked the following question
McKinney, Rt. I, Dexter, Mrs.
"More people are killed every year by la) tornadoe., bi
Patricia A. Jackson, 803
cyclones, lc) lightning.
Valley Dr., Mayfield, Mrs.
If you said, "Ic) lightning," you would be right.
Brenda Morris and Baby Girl,
Michael Mogil of the National Weather Service soil that
803 McCampbell, Paris,
most deaths caused by lightning could have been avoided
if
Tenn., Mrs. Pamela G. Green
only common sense had been used. But common sense is not
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Hazel,
as common as most people think it is.
Mrs. Cheryl J. Farley,
Lightning occurs during thunderstorms, so the logical
time to start protecting yourself is when you see the storm
Southside
Manor,
D-1,
clouds gathering.
Murray, Mrs. Sondra L.
As a general rule, avoid high places. metal and water!
If you are outdoors, seek shelter in a house or other large
building. )Steer clear of sheds or small buildings in isolated
areas.)
If you are on the golf course, and can't reach a building
first drop your golf club, then head for yoqr car -assuming
the ear is not a convertible, it will act as•"cag!' to
you. (The metal picks up the lightning, conddctu it protect
around
you and into the ground.) Stay in the car. Keep window,,
and
doors land sun roof) shut.
Never stand under a tall tree. If lightning strikes the tree.
electricity can run down the trunk, through the roots,
int()
the ground and into your body.
If you are riding a motorcycle, bicycle or tractor --jet
oil.
The rubber tires will NOT protect you.
If you are caught in a flat, open field, bend down and
put
your hands on your knees. Do not LIE down on the
ground
Maintain MINIMUM contact with the ground.
If you are inside, close windows and doors. Lightning
-can
strike through an open window.
Don't take a bath during • thunderstorm. If
electricity
strikes the plumbing system, it can be conducted
into th
tub.
Don't use the telephone unless it is absolutely
necessary,
Electricity can travel through the tele4hone wires.
If you are jogging, stop and get out of the
wide-open
spaces or you can run into trouble. You are far safer
as long as the doors and windows are closed. Mostindoor.,
dPstlo,
and injuries from lightning occur outdoors; almost hall
Of all
people killed by lightning are engaged in outdoor
recreation
Don't rely on rubber-soled -shoes to protect you.
Light
fling can carry •jolt of up to 100 million volts. Rubber
Only
soles
are ins
;cant as an insulator.
It's also n
ue that lightaing never strikes twice in
ill,.
same place. The c
Ilona that attract the lightning bolt
in
the first place can attra
again.
Have • safe summer,
v•

Put Safety First,
And You Will Last

Cossey, Rt. 4, Cadiz, Howl D.
Bean, Murray, James E.
Cooper, Rt. 7 Bx. 135,
Mayfield, Georgie R. Miller,
Bx. 19, McClains Tr. Ct.,
Paris, Tenn., James R.
Watson Jr., 500 Broad,
Murray, Michael G. Merrick,
P.O. Bx. 756, Cadiz, Mrs. Judy
S. Barlow, Southside Manor,
C-6, Murray, Mrs. Alice M.
Allman, Rt. 2 Bx. 315, Murray,
Mrs. Lillie M. Bazzell, Rt. 1
Bx. 210, Farmington, J.W.
Scarbrough, 1614 Magnolia,
Murray, William Jackson,
Fern Terrace, Murray, Mrs.
Jewell T. Frields, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Paul Charles, Rt. 2
Bx. 244, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Norman S. Lee, Bt. 7 Bx. 524,
Murray, Mrs. Millie B.
Parker, 516 S. 11th, Murray.

HBO &
CABLEVISION

Seven Seas
Fish Dinner

Getting married? Whether you want •
wedding or • simple do-your-own-thing formal church
ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely
Wedding"
Send 91 and a long, stamped (28 cents)
self-addres
sed
envelope to Abby 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif
90212.

•

_A_
"AN UNMARRIED WOMAN"
W "THE BUDDY HOLLY
STORY" *

*FINE"G-AATED" FAMILY

Restaurant

few..

755-4141
HIGHWAY 6415

MOVIES* UNEDITED COMEDY
SHOWS* SUPER SPORTS* ENTERTAINMENT
.EXTRAVAGANZAS AND MUCH. MUCH MORE!
COMPARE AND SAVE
*compare HBO & Cablexision excitement with traditional summer
TV fare *compare a whole month of HBO
movies is a traction of
the cost of only one family-night-at-the-movies
*uncut. commercial-free entertainment * staggered
scheduling,* improved Cableyision reception-program
YOUR "GET SET"OFFER...
A BIG DISCOUNT

... SAVE $10.00
on the regular 14/10 Connection

If yo u doni han• Colf/owlioon now

of you order now
es,Coblevosoon connectoo n in,

5 00 and ger 14110 ann., tyrt

f

CALL TODAY!

1753-5005

YES!I'M GETTING SET TO BEAT
THE
SUMMER RE-RUNS.
Please call me for a prior tty HBO installation
(check one)
in already a Cobleyis ion subscrther
now I won0 1400 under stand the
,nnn14h,Y 1150 SA 95i. add,non In roy bosoc Cobleyosion charge IIi
enntecfnon charge with the 0.1 Set offer

toy* 110 00 on rtot requtor

v•ant HBO ond Cablenvon to get the most from my summer
TV
vsevem 1 understand the monthly charge
for HBO and Cablevision

r

tiq• *men'
ro4Ate
,14.# '*etts

;

HBO-HOPIE BOX OFFICE...IS
••Y4115-HIT" HOLLYWOOD MOVIES LIKE:

$$

Sun.thru Thurs.
May 20 thru 24

$285

re'
),••vioirt•Ft

COME TASTE A
REAL GOOD TIME AT
SEVEN SEAS

Lovp
ABM
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he le Cowlies

04 90 111 pef CoblevisIon connec
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Fell with IND 'Get Set oller

,ut t $5 cob and go,4010 connected
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Gilbertsville Chapter Of
Women's Aglow lleeting

HEALTH Abnormal cells
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
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DEAR DR. LAMB —Four
years ago I menstruated at
the age of 66 Then I had an
unsuccessful vagina's treatment with Pap smears every
six months.
Recently my gynecologist
removed a benign fibroid
tumor. After tests he remarked that most Pap
smears were either black or
white in reference to cancer
but that mine was gray.
Does the gray condition usually precede cancer? I asked
my doctor if I had cancer
and he said no, but that he
could perform a hysterectomy to. remove my fear of
cancer only he didn't like to
do this at my age. I'm to
have a biopsy in a month and
I am in a panic. I'm so

ffairs
busy

worried I can't sleep. Should
I request a hysterectomy at
my age to relieve my anxiety?
DEAR READER — First,
you did not have a normal
menstruation at age 66.
Even at the outside limit,
women do not have menstrual periods after age 57.
Bleeding in women after the
menopause or in the older
age group is not normal and
should be cause for a woman
to go immediately to see her
physician for an examination.
I presume that your
gynecologist meant that you
had borderline changes seen
in your tells on the examination. There are changes in
the oells of the uterus that
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NEW SEAFOOD PLATTER
It's crispy fish, tangy
shrimp and tender
scallops...all in one
delicious meal. And
we serve it up with
plenty of fresh_colo
slaw, golden fryes',
even crunchy hushpuppies. Our
new Seafood Platter is a feast of
your favorites...at a very affordable
price.

$

'poser.

more
-prints

29

We give you lots of reasons to love us.
1979 Long John Silver's, Int All rights reserVSKI'

cLonggohnSilverx„
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 So. 12th
Street

1
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are eiot either cancer or
normal. That doesn't necessarily mean that a cancer
will develop, but it does
mean that you need more
frequent aria careful follow
up examinations so that any
important change can be
detected as early as possible. Many such women with
borderline abnormal cells
never develop cancer but it
is true that the risk is
increased. That's why the
regular follow up examinations are necessary.
According to your letter
you are 70 years of age and
your doctor doesn't want to
subject you to an unnecessary major operation. The
best advice I can give you is
to be satisfied with the fact
that he is watching you so
closely and carefully. That
means that if you do develop
indications that there are
changes that justify having
a hysterectomy that it will
be done early enough so that
you should have completely
successful results insofar as
the problem of cancer is
concerned.
It's the woman who is not
being properly supervised
and followed regularly who
gets into trouble._ That's often the woman who hasn't
had an examination to begin
with.
There's no absolute rule
that can be applied ter -every
woman about whether she
should or should not have a
hysterectomy. The doctor
has to consider her overall
general medical condition
and how much risk of cancer
or other problems exist, if
.any, in her specific case.
----The doctor isoften in a bad
position in such cases. If he
-takes out a uterus arid there
is no cancer, he may be
accused of doing unnecessary surgery even if he prevents a woman from developing a fatal cancer. If he
doesn't take it out and the
borderline changes progress
to cancer then he may be
criticized for not acting
sooner.
Readers who want information about the menopause
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for The
Health Letter number 5-12.
Send your request to Dr.
Lamb, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
AZALEA BUG
The lace bug is the only
serious pest of the azalea. Its
presence is usually indicated
if the leaves become whitespotted, whitish or thin. To
fight the bugs, spraying is
recommended once after
blooming, once in the summer, and once in early fall, the
period of worst infestation. .

The Pettigrew kids
always eat their
vegetables.
Especially when
they're eating
our vegetables.

er
of

Wtly did the Pettigrew
kids gobble up their
vegetables? Well, they like
Jerry's vegetables. And their
mom did say there was
Strawberry Pie for dessert...
We mike j
you feel
a t home.

r

Red Cross Director Speaks
At Volunteers'Meet Here

The Gilbertsville
Chapter of Women's
Aglow Fellowship wilt
meet Tuesday, May 2.2, at
Ken Bar Inn.
Guest speaker will be
Mrs. Vestel Goodman, of
the Happy Goodman's
Quartet, a nationallyknown singing group. She
will give her personal
testimony at the meeting.
A buffet breakfast will
be served at 9:30 a. m.,
with the meeting to
follow.
Women planning to
attend are invited to bring
their husbands for this
meeting, a spokesman
said

,•

,

Ms. Hahn added that 1982
Approximately 30 Red Cross so one unit of blood can be
volunteers met at the used in five different ways will be the centennial year for
the American Red Cross.
Calloway County Public such as for clotting, etc.
Library on Tuesday, May 15,
to ,hear Mrs. Adella Adams,
Community
of
director
Volunteer Services for the
Louisville Area Chapter of the
Who is he? What type line of work does he do? Where
Kentucky Division of the
does he live?
American Red Cross.
He is a citizen of Murray and Calloway County, he is in
Mrs. Adams spoke on the
the line of engineering and lives at 1517 Kirkwood Drive.
purpose of the volunteer and
In checking on the above mentioned person and his
the qualities looked for in
record with former people who have worked with him, I
today's Red Cross volunteers.
find his record as follows:
She also showed a movie on
In July 1975, he was placed in the position of the director
"The History of Red Cross"
of street and sanitation departments ( a newly conwith Gary Moore as narrator.
solidated operation). Before this formation took place the
MRS.GOODMAN
This is the first time in 12
sanitation department was being subsidized at an annual
years that a representative of
rate of $80,000.00, from the revenue sharing fund over and
the national Red Cross.has
above their regular budget.
orientation
an
made
The following was accomplished by the consolidation:
presentation to the local
he reduced the operational cost by 38 percent imvolunteers, according to
mediately. Commercial rates were adjusted according to
Hahn, publicity
Carole
usage, did not have to increase household rates ($2.50
chairman for the local
monthly present rate). Placed the residential routes on a
chapter.
once
a week regular day pickup. Put the commercial on a
-9:25 am.-Phyllis Kain,
Jerelene Sullivan was
Mrs. Adams discussed
night
shift regular basis, these mentioning items were to
orothy Fike, Alice Purdom, every aspect of volunteer
winner in the championship
better productivity and a greater efficiency.
insure
Robinson.
flight on Wednesday, May 16, 3nd Euldene
work covered here including
The
above mentioned items enabled to reduce the
9:30 a.m.-Edith Garrison, hospital; water safety;
for the ladies day gar play at
working staff from 28 to 19 persons. The consolidation
Cappock,
Penny
petty
Lowry,
the Murray Country Club.
disaster; military aid inenabled to reduce the equipment need from 8 large
nd Faira Alexander.
First flight play was capcluding service to military
compactor trucks to 4 compactor trucks, giving us having
Frank,
a.m.-Norma
9:35
tured by Elizabeth Slustaeyi.er.
families, service to military
2 spares on any given shift.
Jane Fitch and 'Nan6r Eddie May Outland, and installations, and to veterans;
The consolidation also made possible the two departB.rock.
-Haverctork tied as winners in__
blood
program;
youth
ments operate the city garage and kept the street-and.
the second flight. Third flight No.4 Teeprogram; home nursing; first
sanitation departments equipment in good repair and
9:15 a.m.-Evelyn Jones, aid; and CPR;Ms. Hahn said.
was won by Rowena Cullom
clean, also did work for the various departments.
and fourth flight by Penny Toni Hopson, Beverly Spann,
The national Red Cross
Under his supervision and work of Rex Billington and
Cappock. Jennie Hutson won and Ann Haney.his staff the worst garbagedump in the state of Ky. was
volunteer is a native of LonHulse,___
9:20 am.-Frances
best poker hand.
changed to the number one landfill in one year and
don, England, where she was
Hostess for Wednesday, Carol Hibbard, Anna Mary a Red Cross volunteer. She
received a plaque from Governor Carroll and the
May 23, will be Diana Adams,and Louise Lamb.
department of natural resources.
served as a gray lady in
9:25 a.m.-Inus Orr, Mary
Villanova. Persons are asked
Madisonville, as both director
City residents were not charged for dumping refuse at
to call 753-8718 or someone in bell Overby, Chris Graham, of volunteer services at St.
the-city landfill(he still favors this rule strongly.).
the- -fonrsorrie—lt-they are- -and-Roweria-Cullorn.
130,000.00
Toseph'S-TnirrmarY AirttiSt7cEd-rialtaVe Wuse
Sue- Costello,
:
9:30 ap.
unable,to play. New_ aiembers_
al.
A n tkany
_
from the revenue sharing funds, instead the departments
Baker, -Nancy
are urged to attend and will be 'lc y
Louisville, and has been
were totally self supporting and generated over $58,000.00
Billie
paireeiat the tee if they are not Naverstock, and
director of volunteer services'
above the operating cost to purchase new equipment as
.
listed in the lineup, Mrs. cohoon.
for the Louisville Area
the old needed to be replaced. That was a total of one yesar
No.7Tee—
Villa nova said.
Chapter of the Kentucky
gain for the city of over $138,000.00, which should have
, 9:15 am.-Norma Frank, Division of ARC for over five
afforded the $80,000.00 to be used for other needed purPairings are as follows:
Sandy Coleman, Billie Carroll, years.
poses and the $58,000.00 to be used to make the sanitation
- •
No. 1 Teeand Janice Howe.
department totally and completely self sustained, without
Ms. Hahn in reporting on the
a.m.--Jerelene
9 :1 5
9:20 a.m.-Urbena KOenen, above meeting said regarding
any residential increases or landfill charges to you the
Sullivan, Madelyn; Lamb, torraine Maggard, Emma
residents of the city of Murray. -the Red Cross blood program,
and $ue Hutson, and Jennie
Garrott.,
Cathryn
During the period of time that Mr. Bolen served as
that in cities where there is not
Elizabeth Slusmeyer.
tiutson.
supervisor or sanitation and the street departfnents (2)
a blood prograrn,,
9:20 a.m.-Exie Hill, Veneta
9:25 am.-Juliet Wallis, transfusions are very costly.
large repaving programs on our city streets, continuous
Sexton, Jane Fitch,and Nancy Geri Andersen, Mary Watson, She said in Murray where a
repairs and maintenance of the streets a continous
Fandrich.
and Ann Doran.
drainage, maintenance and reconstruction program, new
blood program is in service,
curbs, gutters and sidewalks in the most blyted sections,
that any charge for the blood
widened radious on street intersections, parapelegic
is for processing, for the RN
( wheel chair) ramps for the crippled and handicapped at
who has to give the tranevery street corner downtown, new curbs and gutters
sfusion, for the doctor who has
along with sidewalks at our schools, widened street and
to be at the scene, and for
our city schools.
improved
locales
to
blood
transporting
Your spring and fall refuse cleanup, your spring and fall
where needed.
Several prenuptial cour- other end. Crystal and silver
leaf cleanup, your year round city cemetery mowing and
The Red Cross publicity
tesies have been extended to appointments 'were used to chairman said blood is broken
maintenance and enlargement. Your streets were swept,
Miss Martha McKinney and serve sandwiches, a variety of down into five different areas
flushed, cleared of ice and snow and other debris, kept
assorted
and
David Parker who will be relishes,
your street department equipment in good repair and
desserts.
married on Saturday, June 2.
clean.
.In 1975 Mr. Bolen worked with the flood disaster inA miscellaneous shower,
spection team which resulted in the city getting $25,000.00,
hosted by Mrs. Paul Garland,
of disaster moneys which was used to buy eight acres of
Mrs. David Poynor, Mrs.
land where the new gas warehouseand central garage are
Richard Stone, and Mrs. Euva
now located, to buy more property for future cemetery
Nell Mitchell, was held
use and used on drainage projects.
During this period of time the department of streets and
Saturday evening, April 28, at
TO MURRAY
sanitation furnished labor and equipment to help conthe country home of Mrs.
struct the city-county park.
Garland.
)
Signe
d-Wildie H. Ellis
The couple opened their
Your Vote And Influence
Murray, Ky.
many gifts and displayed
Will Be Appreciated
them for the guests to view.
This ad paid for by Friends of Lee Belen and the writer
Political
Refreshments were served
from a silver appointed table
paid for by Dave Willis, 202 Spruce St.
covered with a white lace
cloth over yellow. A silver
chafing dish of hot cheese dip
Was-placed at the center and
was flanked by two bUrning
white candles in silver
holders. The guests were
served cheese balls with
4"
asserted crackers, barbecue
cocktail wieners, chips and
dip, sausage balls, brownies,
and a cake decorated
especially for the honored
couple.
Twenty-five friends of the
couple, including the groomelect's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
James Parker, were present.

LEE BOLEN

Jerelene Sullivan Named
As Winner; Pairings Given

Prenuptial Events Are
Held To Honor Couple

Re-elect

DAVE WILLIS
CITY COUNCIL

KY
UC
NT
KE
77ecil Ilam zItcpw. 1.2 2® rcptto

Mesdames James Rogers,
Marvin Harris, Ron Wright.
and Kenneth Winters were the
hostesses for a reception on
Sunday afternoon, April 29, at
the Fellowship Hall of the
First Baptist Church.
Attending the event were
the church's active deacons
and their wives, the church
ministers and their wives, the
bride-elect's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John D. McKinney,, and
the groom-elect's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Parker.
Approximtely 42 guests
called between the hours of
four to six p.m.
The refreshment table was
overlaid with a white lace
cloth centered with an
of spring
arrangement
flowers. A silver coffee served
was at one end of the table.
while iced tea was poured
from a. silver pitcher at the

German Heritage FesNval, Lowsvolle

Ephraim McDowell House, Danville

Looking for a way to beat the energy
crunch—and still get away to a great
vacation?
_
Relax. Kentucky's for Kentuckiaits. too.

Barren River Lake State

Resort

Park

, Splendid cities and scenic campgrounds,
historic homes and exciting festivals,
affordable accommodations, vacation
jwated within a
attractions galore
few. hours' or even a few minutes' drive.
Kentucky . . great for Kentuckians.'
l'acations so close—and yet so far away.

5
RESTAURANTSq

So. 12th Street

The ancient Greeks tried
to maka-rain by dipping
oak branches in water

A Craftsman

in

Eastern Kentucky

Boating on Kentucky Lake

TRAVELJjept. KPA-9, Frankfort, KY 40601
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Jimmy's White House

T

Will Carter Lose

(Kw spulome
POPULARITY

Face In Orient?
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Will
President Carter lose face by flying to
the Orient next month in his Boeing 707
Air Force One — if the accampanying press corps uses one of the
newer, much larger jumbo jets?
r. This has been a topic of serious
discussion around the White House as
planners prepare for Carter's long
journey to Japan and South Korea.
The press corps, which is billed by the
White House for-the chartered airliners
it uses, normally travels abroad in two
707s. But a single wide-body jet could
accommodate the entire corps.
- For this and other reasons, the White
%Use transportation office would late
to switch to jumbo charters on long
hauls.
But what would the Japanese think if
Cartel' arrived in a plane dwarfed by
ene
carrying
reporters
and
photographers?
At the moment, the odds favor a
jumbo charter for the press.
In fact, it also is likely that a jumbo
will be hired to haul the press to Vienna
. .earlier. in.the month for Carter's
'-'Iurrun
'
. it with Soviet President Leonicrl.
Brezhnev.

A jumbo successor would cost at least
$40 million — not the kind of outlay the
president would welcome at a time of
budget stringency.
Moreover, the 71:17 can use many
airports that are not yet equipped for
jumbos.
Although the itinerary for Carter's
Far East trip has not been announced,
here's how the tentative planning
looks:
An outbound flight via Honolulu that
would put the president in Tokyo for the
start of a state visit June 25. Then, after
an economic summit there, a short hop
to Seoul for a two-day visit to South
Korea on the weekend of June 30.
Carter is expected to return via
Hawaii, with a possible three-day
respite there that could extend the trip
to the Fourth of July holiday.

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the edttor are
-encouraged. All letters
welcomdan must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
numberwill not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
Although the age of the widebody is
interest.
fast approaching for presidential trips
Editors reserve the right to
abroad for the press, even a re-elected
condense or reject any letter and
Carter would be unlikely to experience
limit frequent writers.
the elbow room of a jumbo Air Force
Address correspondence to:
One.
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
-The present Air FereeOrie is only six---Tfille-§,-BOTIZIalleray,"Ky. 42071.
years old and represents a $10 million
investment.
By MARIA BRADEN

Common‘•ealth-Consumer Associated Press Writer

Planning A Move?
-."
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — If you're
planning to move to a new aria this
summer, you'll probably need some
;help moving your furniture and
possessions.
You can do it yourself with the aid of
a rental truck, or you can hire a longdistance moveil to do it for you.
• • The latter sounds easier, but it still
requires you to do a lot of work.
If you want it done right, you should
be involved in the move from start to
finish.
The following suggestions come from
the Interstate Commerce Commission:
—Call two or three moving companies for estimates, but remember
that an estimate is not binding on what
you actually pay.
—Check the company's performance
with friends, the local Better Business
Bureau or the ICC.
—Be present when movers pack and
load your possessions. If you're paying
by the-box, make sure they are packed
efficiently; and make sure the condition
of the goods. is accurately described in
the mover's inventory.
—Be there when the moving truck is
weighed before loading, since charges
are based on a given number of dollars
per hundred pounds. The truck should
have full fuel tanks and all dollies,
pads, chains and equipment should be
aboard before weighing.
—You have a right to be t -ore when
your load is weighed and the right to
request a reweighing if you feel the
initial one was not accurate.
Be on hand when your possessions
are unloaded. If the billed weight is 25
percent greater than the estimated
weight, you can have the load
reweighed at no cost and must be
charged the lower cost.
Do not sign the delivery sheet without
checking to see if goods are damaged.
Don't wait until the next day. Note any
damage or loss on the receipt, and state
that your approval is contingent on
checking as-yet unpacked boxes.
If you have trouble t some point in
the process, call the company's agent
or home office. If that doesn't work, call
the ICC office closest to you. You may
also call the ICC toll&ee hotline at 800424-9312 to register a ?bmplaint or ask a
question.
Before you start the process, you
might call the hotline and ask for the
ICC's newsletter on 'moving, which
contains information on past perMurray Ledger & Times
• USPS 304400
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formance of the country's 20 largest
moving companies; laws covering
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hEARTLINE
- 1Itartline -1st.
'
a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped. self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have an illness and
my-doctor has ordered some tests to be
run on me at the hospital. I am not to be
admitted, just be there for a few hours.
My doctor needs these tests to determine what is-wrong with me. I know my
Medicare will pay if I am admitted to
the hospital, but will it pay for this? Do
I have to send a claim form for this as I
do for my doctor calls? — M. G.
If you go to a hospital for diagnosis or
treatment and are not admitted as a
bed patient, the seiwices you receive
are called "out-patient hospital ser-

Agree Or Not

Crucial Days To
Decide Winner

Looking Back 10 Years Ago
Ann Battle, daughter of Dr. and Mrs
Guy Battle, sophomore at Murray High
School, won second place in the entire
state of Kentucky on the National
French II test, sponsored by the
National Council of Teachers of
French.
Beverly Adams, daughter of Mrs.
Samuel Adams, sophomore at Murray
State University, has been presented
the education scholarship award of $200
by the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Deaths reported include Ernest
Matthew (Capti Stokes, 78, and James
Smith, 82.
Glindel M. Boggess is now serving
with the U. S. Air Force at Lowry Air
Force Base, Denver, Colo.
Named as superlatives of the senior
class of Calloway County High School
were Rita Chaney, Tim Morgan, Gail
Furches, Mike Ernestberger, Jane
Shoemaker, Jackie Cochran, Rickie
.Hopkins, Pat Scott, Nancy Williams,
Rickey Alexander, Peggy Forres,
Jeffrey Gordon, Sheila Kelso, Johnny
Miller, Wyvonne Brooks, Kent
McCuiston, Cathy Johnston, Duane
Adams, Melissa Adams, nm Scruggs,
Susan Young, and Danny Ross.

20 Years Ago

The Arion award to an "Outstanding
Senior Student in Music" was presented
by Rue Overby, representing the
vices" and these tests are covered by
portion of his Prouty benefits, and if
Murray Lions Club, to Sandra Hamrick
Medicare — as long as the doctor ornot, can I draw on his Prouty benefits
at the Murray High School' Band
ders them. The hospital *ill take care
as a widow if he should pass away?
awards banquet held at the Murray
of the claim forms and will receive
H. S.
Woman's Club House.
payment from intermediaries, rather
To be eligible for Prouty benefits: a
Miss Judy Barnett, daughter of Mr
than from the Medicare carrier which
person must have been age 72 before
and Mrs. 0. W. Barnett, cellist, will
ordmarly handles your medical in1968 if he had no Social Security
appear as guest artist at the annual
surance claims.
quarters of coverage; have attained
Murray Training School Music Banquet
If you need more information on
age 72 in 1968 and have three quarters
at
the Murray Woman's Club House on
Medicare, you can now order our new
of coverage; or have attained age 72 in
May 22.
.
1979 edition of Heartline's guide to
1969 and have six quarters of coverage.
New officers of the Murray Training
Medicare. To order, send $1.75 to
If both husband and wife are eligible
School Chapter of the Future
Medicare Guidebook, 114 East Dayton
for Prouty benefits, they would get one\ Homemakers of America are Glinda
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
and a half times the Prouty benefits for
McNutt, Janie Phillips, Betty Thomas,
HEARTUNE: My ex-husband and I
one between them. When the husband
hi
P
Patrici
a Overbey, Janice Softer,
were married for 16 years. He Will start
dies, .the wife would get full Prouty
'rley Crutcher, Karen Covey, Dora
Social Security benefits this year. I am
benefits. If the wife is not eligible for
Vaughn, Patsy McClure, Mary Ann
63 years old, and I have not remarried.
her own Prouty benefits, however, she
Crawford, and Greta Brooks.
Is there any way that I can draw Social
would not receive a benefit, either as a
Mrs. Pete Hughes, assisted by Mrs.
Security wife's benefits? — R. T.
wife or as a widow.
Yandall Wrather, gave the lesson at the
You are now eligible for Social
HEARTLINE: I have a child who is
meeting of the New Concord
Security wife's benefits. Under the
16 years old. The child was born out of
Homemakers Club held at the home of
present Social Security law, which
wedlock and I have never married. His
Mrs. Billy Kingins.
became effective in January 1979, a
father will start drawing benefits from
Sliced bacon is listed at 2 pound
wife must have been married to her
Social Security this year. Is my child
package for 95 eents in the ad for
husband for 10 years to become eligible
eligible for Social Security benefits
Kroger Company this week.
for Social Security divorced wife's
under his father's work record? — L.M.
benefits. Under prior law, the marriage
The child's entitlement would depend
requirement was 20 years. The only
on such factors as: inheritance rights in
requirements for drawing divorced
his father's estate; the father's
Calloway County is fifth in the state
wife's benefits are that you be age 62 or
acknowledgement of the child in
the number of fishing licenses issued in
older, were married to your ex-husband
writing; a court's decree that the
1948, according to a report from the
for at least 10 years and youf exworker was the father of the child; a
Fish and Game Commission. During
husband must either be drawing his
court order for support of the child by
1948, Calloway .County issued 5,182
Social Security or be deceased.
the father; or any other evidence of
licenses.
HEARTLINE: My 84-year-old
paternity. Also, the child must be }Wing
Out of a total of 2,919 farms in
husband never worked under Social
with or be supported by the worker.
Calloway County, it was announced
Security, but _is receiving Prouty
Also, the particular facts concerning
that 2,491 of these farms are members
benefits. Can I, as his wife, draw a
individual cases are all considered.
of the 1949 Agriculture Conservation
e+++++-4-4+++++4.4-4-44-44-1-94-44-44-+44-4-4-++4+++++++++-94-4-1-4-4-+-•
program.
The Veterans Administration announced today the discontinuance of
contact service in Murray and many
other surrounding towns after May 31.
The new church building at —
the
Friendship Church of Christ is nearly
completed, according to church officials.
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Golden Ragsdale was honored at a
Copyright. 15711
dinner
on his birthday at the home of a
4-+•-•44+444-•-•-••••+++++++++4444-•4
44-444•+-4.4444444-•+.4-44
son, Albert Ragsdale and Mrs
Threats in the north section ef-the county against non-Associ
Ragsdale.
ation growers became rash acts of violence. The Ledger reporte

-tonomemeia

.30 Years Ago

FRANKFORT — These last few
County. Four years ago Carroll carried
crucial days will determine the winner
the November voted by a landslide, but
in the hotly contested Democratic
Republican Robert Gable got 2,251
gubernatorial primary.
votes in Franklin County while Carroll
When State Auditor George Atkins
got 10,7. More than 1,000 registered
pulled out of the race last week in favor
Democrats vote Republican in
of John Y. Brown Jr., this move sent
November in 1975.
political observers back to their
Republicans always have to get a
drawing boards. It also sent the other
bunch of Democrats to join them to win
four remaining serious candidates into
a statewide election.
strategy sessions.
Historically spealsing, no one faction
The big question is whether a canof the Democrat Party has held the
didate can transfer his following as a
governorship more than two successive
package to another candidate?
terms since 1900. While former Gov.
While I'm not much a believer in
Wendell Foreand Carroll ran on oppolls, one I saw last week showed only
posite sides in the primary eight years
three or four percentage points between
ago, they both won, and Carroll sucTerry McBrayer, and Brown and
ceeded Ford when he was elected U.S.
d:
Carroll Hubbard who were tied for
Senator and then Carroll went on to win
"Brandon Hurt, who lives about a mire and a quarter of Kirksey
third. Harvey Sloane was second.
a four-year term on his own.
was visited by Night Riders Ian- Saturday night and the only tobacc
Atkins was last in the poll. He gave his
Senator Ford is staying neutral in the
o
poor showing as his reason for getting
barn
on his farm was destroyed by fire. All telephone lines were
primary for he must run for re-election
out of the race in favor of Brown.
cut about a mile out of Kirksey to prevent any communication in
next year and he doesn't want to anSixteen percent of the voters were
tagonize anyone. However, he will be
the neighborhood where Mr. Hurt lived. It is not known how many
undecided. 'This is the crucial bloc that
very interested in healing the wounds
men composed the party of raiders. Mr. Hurt is one of the wellof
can decide the race as close as this one.
this rough battle and getting the party
known
citizens of the county and raised a crop of tobacco the
Many of the undecided are opunified for next year.
last
portunists waiting to pick a winner in
and
year
had sold and delivered it a few days before,the fire ocAnother big question this year is how
hopes of future politicarrewards, and
curred. He was not a member of the Association, The Ledger
many Democrats will turn out for the
was
some who just like the idea of being
primary' Farmers in Western Keninform
ed that his name was included in the list of non-Association
able to say they voted for the winner.
tucky are behind in their work, and
growers who have been warned not to deliver his tobacco.
if
You can bet the Republicans raised
Mr.
election day is fair, many may stay In
their eyebrows when Atkins joined
was in town Monday but had very little to say regardi
Iturt
the fields instead of going to the polls.
ng
the
forces with Brown. The Republicans
fire. He feels the loss keenly and refuses to make any
Observers around Frankfort
statement
are
had rather run against an adguessing that less than 500.1
regarding the matter." This was the first act of violence
0)
attributed _
ministration-backed
candidate
Democrats will vote in the primary'
to the Night Riders in Calloway County, occurring Feb. 22, 1908. -(McBrayer instead of Brown who is an
They are also guessing that the canThe report of the burning of the Hurt barn spread a.
anti-administration candidate. There
didate who gets 110,000 to 125,000 votes
wave of
seem to be more dissident Democrats
fear over the entire county, triggering a reign of lawless
great
will win it, maybe less unless there
ness
Is a
out there than those supporting the
extending over the rest of the year and through the year
big swing in the last days to one canof - 1909.
administration.
didate.
For an example of the hysteria set into motion:' the following letter
The problem for Sloane, Brown,
'
signed
by D. M, D. -S.; and Milos Hendricks and P. D.
Hubbard and Mrs. Stovall is gathering
Daniel
appeared in the columns of the Ledger:
the dissidents underonetanner and for
Sbevr --Ine—tby ways. 0
one candidate.
-We_wish_to make an announcement to the public
and especially
teach me thy paths. Psalm LORl7kThe Democrats are not divided into
25:4,
the_Tobacco Association through the columns of the
to
Murray
The
only
two strong factions such as the Combs
true way is God's
Ledger. The first year the Association was organized
Wait for Him. He will guide a.o,
the"
and Chandler factions of years ago.
in
county
your
life. Listen for the still
we joined the organization and sold our Crops through it. The past
Democrats are scattered all over the
small so:cc
oLc.iiirn. He will not let you
do-, n
landscape, roughly as administration
two years we have sold our tobacco outside the Association, and our
or anti-administration.
reason for doing so was one of necessity, as one of our true Associa
It appears reasonable that an antition neighbors,. knows about. We did not refuse to join the Associa'
administration Democrat nominee
tion because we did not think and know it to be a good thing
would have a better chance of
and
it has been our aim all along to again join as soon as we could do 5o.
gathering the party back together after
the primary than McBrayer wourd
In the future it is our intention to sell all crops,grovvti by us through
have
the Association. We know how much good it has been to everyb
ody
Democrats outnumber Republicans
who grows tobacco, both in and out of the Association and
roughly 2-1 in fegistration, although not
.we
endorse it and have. endorsed it all along. A barn belongi
that much division in philosophy. Many
ng
D..S. Hendricks was burned a few nights age, but we want
conservatives across the state . are
to say
registered Democratic so they can vote
that we do not believe it was done hy-any genuine Association
man
in local races in pridominately
but that it resulted from a personal feeling towartl him. We.
ask
Democratic areas. However, they are
all Association men to aid us in the protection of our homes'
free to vote for the individual in
and
barns and with their aid and we will take care of the
November. Many of these Democrats
matter froiln.
do vote Republican in November.
any other source. This is a plain and honest statement. We
believe
For example, there are 22,625
it will be endorsed by the public of Calloway County."
registered 1)emocrats and only 1,17:3
-*registered Republicans tit - Franklin
To Be Continttrd
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Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, May 21, the 141st
day of 1979.- There are 224 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1956, the world's first
hydrogen bomb was exploded, in a test
by the United States over Bikini atoll in
the Pacific.
On this date:
In 19V,Charles Lindbergh completed
his famous first solo flight across the
Atlantic. He was greeted by a cheering
crowd of 100,000 when he landed at
Paris.
In 1948, President Harry Truman sent
Congress a special message proposing
statehood for Alaska.
In 1969, President Nixon picked a U.S.
Court of Appeals judge, Warren
Berger. as Chief Justice of the United
States, to succeed Earl Warren, who
was resigning.
Ten years ago: The U.S. Apollo 10
astronauts, Thomas Stafford and
Eugene Cernan, skimmed about nine
miles above the surfa^e of the moon
during a mission to scout the lunar
surface for later landings.
Five years ago: The C.S. ExportImport Bank granted a lean of $180
million to the Soviet Union to help
finance congtruction of a huge fertilizer
complex.
One year ago' French and Belgian
paratroopers wh%landed in the African
country of Zaire were evacuating 2,500
Europeans from the rebellion-torn
copper center of Kolwezi.
Today's birthdays: Australian Prime
Minister Malcolm Fraser is 58. Actor
Robert Montgomery is 75. Novelist
Harold Robbins is 63.
Thought for today: Fear makes the
wolf bigger than he is
a German
saying.
.
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Too Much, Too Early Drops Racers; Finals Tonight
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
STARKVILLE, MISS. — It was a
matter of too much too early, said
Johnny Reagan, but Mississippi State
probably wishes it would have been
much more in the final stages last
night.
The Bulldogs, facing elimination
from the NCAA South Regional
baseball tournament on their home
field watched reliver Steve Susce walk
Murray State's Bill Waggoner to put the
tying run at second base and bring up
centerfielder Tony Thwreatt in the
bottom of the ninth.
But Susce, a freshman righthander,
struck out three to enable Mississippi
State to escape with an 8-6 triump and
set up tonight's decisive game to
determine the representative in the
June 1 through 7 College WorldSeries in
(maha, Neb.
Murray had advanced in the winners
bracket by polishing off Tulane (5-31
and New Orleans (16-15), while the
Bulldogs had a bit tougher time. They
lost to New Orleans 13-11 Friday night,

then rebounded to eliminate Tulane (124) and the Privateers (12-10) in a
rematch yesterday afternoon.
A 'Bred victory last night would have
given them the South regional title
outright, Instead, the loss forces the 7
p.m.finale tonight at Dudy Noble Field,
where the Bulldogs are 32 and 2.
The 'Breds, trailing 8-5 heading into
the bottom of the final inning, mounted
a rally when second basean Doran
Perdue, hit a chopper that went for an
infield hit and Robin Cow-they walked.
After Greg Tooley fanned, Tom Fehn
walked to fill the bases. First baseman
Waggoner drew another pass to cut the
margin to two before Thweattts gameending whiff.
Mississippi State sent the wild crowd
of 3,325 into bedlam in the first limning
by scoring five runs and knocking out
'Breds starter Mark Riggins, who
Lasted just one-third of an inning in
suffering his first loss in five decisions
this season.
"We got off to that rough start and
they were able to do just what they

of
nany
y 31
the
ssrly
I of-

at a
of a
Mrs.

wanted to do," said Reagan. "Our
bullpen did a heck of a job though."
Righthander David Bradford, who
followed Ftiggins on the mound forced
two ground outs to end the first frame
and went on to hurl six innings allowing
no runs and 6 hits.
He exited in the seventh after
banging one off the helmet of second
,baseman Dale Hannah, to put two
runners aboard. Mike Grisehaber, who
had struck out the only batter he faced
in preserving the 'Breds wild triumph
over New Orleans on Saturday,
followed, only to give up a double down
the left field line by Pete Torres for the
Bulldogs' seventh run before fanning
Mike Kelley to end the inning
Mississippi State added another run
in the eighth when Connor singled off
Courtney's glove at third. Cliff Beuchel
relieved Grisehaber and induced
rightfielder Kocol to bounce back to the
mound.
Beuchel's attempt to nail Conner at
second, though, resulted in an over-'
throw allowing him to advance to third.
Catcher John McDonald picked up the

Nolan Ryan's Express Leaves
White Sox Limp By 4-0 Score
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Nolan Ryan's express left
the. Chicago White Sox limp
and Tommy John's local
anesthetic was anything but
painless to the Boston Red
Sox.
The two veteran pitchers
used contrasting styles to
fashion brilliant two-hitters

Sunday. Ryan, California's
fireballing right-hander, blew
his smoke past the White Sox
for 11 strikeouts in pitching
the Angels to a 4-0 victory.
John, a left-hander, only
fanned five but used his sinker
torecord 16 ground ball outs
and boost his record to 9-0-as
the
New York Yankees
blanked the Boston Red Sox 20.

MHS Reloyers 4th

CCHS Girls Place 8th
In Kentucky Track Meet
The Calldway County High hurdles with a time of 98.
The mile relay time of Rose
School girls track team placed
eighth in the state track meet Ross, Jena Hoke, Miller and
held
last
weekend - In - Ellen Mahan ended up third,
docking a 4:15.7.
Lexington.
David Stevens of Murray
Regina Walker took fourth
in the long jump with a leap of High School took fifth in the
15 feet 11 34. Teammate Mina shot put with a throw of 47 feet
Todd was right behind in fifth 8
place with a jump of 15 feet 11.
The MHS 440-relay team of
Washer, Tammy
Todd also placed fourth in the Jana
Campbell, Starr Jones and
high jump,leaping 4 feet 10.
Melissa Miller finished Candy Jackson placed fourth
fourth in the 330-yard low in a time of 52.9.

ari-

,e

The Number 1
Selling 2 Seated
Sports Car Sold
In The U.S.

Elsewhere in the American
League, the Baltimore Orioles
trimmed the Toronto Blue
Jays 6-2, the Kansas City
Royals downed the Minnesota
Twins 5-1, the Texas Rangers
beatthe Seattle Mariners 6-4,
the Oakland A's swept the
Milwaukee Brewers 7-6 and 21 and the Cleveland Indians
shaded the Detroit Tigers 9-7.
John, backed by home runs
from Reggie Jackson in the
fourth inning and Graig
Nettles in the ninth, allowed
only a bunt single by Jerry
Remy in the first inning and a
sliced double by Fred Lynn in
the fourth and then retired 14
batters in a row until a one-out
error in the ninth preceded a
game-ending double play.
John matched a two-hitter
by teammate Ron Guidry late
last season. They are the only
southpaws to blank the Red
Sox in Boston's cozy Fenway
Park since 1974.
'
-I've been lucky pitching on
the right day, wet and heavy
air," John said. "I'm also in a
good groove. Whenever you
beat the Red Sox here, you
know you must have pitched
well. I threw mainly fast balls,
only a few sliders. I just tried
to keep the ball down. I only
made a couple of bad pitches
and they didn't do any
damage." _
"I pitched as well as I have
all season and I still got outpitched," said loser Dennis
Eckersley, who allowed only
six hits.
Angels 4, White Sox 0
Like John, Ryan faced only
28 batters, one over the
minimum. He-allowed only
singles by Chet Lemon in the
first inning and Greg Pryor in
the third and retired the last 20
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batters. Ryan walked only one
batter — Alan Bannister in the
second — for just the seventh
time in his career in pitching
his 14th career two-hitter and
40th shutout.
"I felt I was in the, best
groove I've had all year," said
Ryan, 5-2, who has hurled a
record-tying four no-hitters
but has never pitched a
complete game in which he
hasn't walked anyone.
had
better velocity on the fast ball
than I've had.
Ryan has struck out 10 or
more batters in a game 122
times, extending his own
major league record.
Orioles 6, Blue Jays 2
Dennis Martinez fired a
fourhitter and Lee May drove
in tWotfrte with a solo
homer. Martinez, 6-2, retired
19. consecutive batters after
Toronto scored in the second
and third innings. May put
Baltimae in the lead 3-2 with
his ninth home run in the sixth
inning. Ken Singleton also
drove in two runs with a basesloaded walk and a double.
Royals 5. Twins 1
Darrell Porter and Pete
LaCock hit consecutive triples
when Minnesota's outfield
defense collapsed and Kansas
City scored two runs with the
help of shortstop Roy
Smalley's throwing error
while Paul Splittorff checked
the Twins on nine hits.
In the fourth inning, center
fielder Willie Norwood lost
Porter's fly ball in the sun.
LaCock, the neXt -batter, Was
given a triple when Norwood
and left fielder Ken Landreaux collided and let his fly
ball drop between them.
George Brett drove in two
Kansas City runs with a single
and homer.

Flying Paster and General
Assembly set the early pace.
with Screen King third and
Spectacular Bid fourth. With
about three-eighths of a mile
to go in the 13-16 mile test,
Spectacular Bid had this
second leg of thoroughbred
racing's Triple Crown won,
giving him a solid chance at
becoming the 12th horse in
history to capture the Kentucky Derby,-Preakness and
Belmont Stakes.
Golden Act, the longest shot
in the field of five at 27-1,
finished second with Screen
King, who cut off Flying
Paster at the top ' of the
stretch, third, another four
lengths back and 11..1 lengths in
front of Flying.. PasW
General Assemblytfaded to
last.
.

the fourth through the sixth innings but
Tooley finally snapped the dry spell by
lining a pitch over the wall in left field
for a two run homer to put Murray
within one at 7-6.
Reagan

was

asked

to

name

Mississippi's advantage: the field with
the fans.
"The

fans

are

abusive,

they

go

beyond the limits," he said, "But their
field is the biggest thing

going for

The infield, rock-hard around the
plate, has produced a countless number
of hits on balls that take a huge first
bounce, enabling a speedy runner to
easily beat any throw.
"This is a big win for us, but no one is
In the driver's seat for tonight," Polk
said. He indicated that he would start
Don Mundie, a sophomore right hander,
on the mound tonight. Mundie limited
Tulane to one hit in five innings in his
only previous action during the tournament.
Reagan, howeaver, wasn't as definite
with his mound choice. "We're going to
study the pitching charts, since we have
several alternatives," he said. He indicated that Andy Rice, who tossed the
complete game victory over Tulane,
would be available only for short relief
duty.
Murray is 28-8 while the Bulldogs now
stand 46-10. Tonight's game will be
broadcast over WNBS radio.

Sports At A Glance
By The Associated Press
HOCKEY
WINNIPEG, Manitoba ;AP) - Terry
Ruskowski set up two goals by Barry Long
and two by Willy Lindstrom to lead the
Winnipeg Jets to a 7-3 victory over the
Edmonton Oilers and their third Avco Cup
- emblematic of the World Hockey
Association championship
The Jets' 4-2 series victory, Which gave
them their third WHA crown, officially
marked the end of the league's sevenyear
existence.They will join the Oilers, New
England Whalers and Quebec Nordiques
- all °nutria' WHA franchises - in next

Standings
By The Associated Press
All limes EDT
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L 'Pct. GB
24
Philadelphia
.649
22 13
.629
1
Montreal
Si Louis
.571
3
20 15
17 18
Pittsburgh
.486
6
15 19
.441
Chicago
New York
12 23
.343 11
WEST
23 15
Cincinnati
605 23 19
Royston
548
537
San Francisco
72 19
24
.
Ls Angeles
20 22
476
5
San Diego
16 26
381
9
Atlanta
13 25
342 10
Saturday's Games
St Louis 9, New York 4, 12 innings
Pittsburgh 3, Chicago 0
San Francisco 4-7, Atlanta 2-6. second
game 11 innings
San Diego 4, Houston 2, 11 innings
Ciriciciruiti S. Los AngeleS 4
Montreal 10. Philadelphia 5
Sunday's Games
Houston 14, San Diego 0.3
Montreal 10, Philadelphia 6
New York 8. St. Louis 7, 11 innings
Pittsburgh 6, Chicago 5
San Francisco 8, Atlanta 1
Lcs Angeles 6, Cincinnati 4
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh )Blyleven 0-2j at Montreal
Sanderson 2.2), 1 35 p
St. Louts ) Denny 3-2 at Philadelphia
:Carlton 4-51, 7-15 p.m.
Houston ;Dixon 0-11 at Atlanta
. P Niekro 4-6), 7 15 p m
Los Angeles I Messersmith 2-3 ) at Sao
Diego ) Rasmussen 0-4r. 10 p.m
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh at Montreal. 132 pm
St_ Louts at Philadelphia, 7.35 p.m.
Houston at Atlanta, 7 35 p.m
Chicago at New York, 8.05 p.m.
-Leo Angeles at San Diego, 10 p.m.
Cincinnati at San Francisco, 10 35 pm
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pct. GB
W
L
fialtirnore
26 13
Roston
.632 1's
24 14
New York
4
.564
22 17
Milwaukee
6
21 20
.512
Detroit
9
14 19
.424
;leveland
,
421
9,
16 22
l'oronto
.244 17
10 31
WEST
Minnesota
24 13
649 'alifornia
L.
625
25 15
Texas
.579
2,
7
22 16
Kansas City
22 18
.550
3,
,
:hicago
6,1
474
18 20
)nikland
15 26
366 11
seattle
317 13
13 28
Setarday's Games
Baltimore 4, Toronto 3
Boston 4, New York 3'
Cleveland 6, Detroit 0
Oakland 12, Milwaukee 4 .
Minnesota at Kansas City, ppd rain
California 10 Chicago 6
Seattle 4, Texas 0
Sunday's Games
Baltimore 6, rJronto 2
New York 2, Boston 0
Cleveland 9, Detroit 7
Kansas City 5. Minnesota 1
Oakland 7-2, Milwaukee 6-1
California 4, Chicago 0
Texas 6, Seattle 4
Monday's Comes
(leveland I Wise 3-4 ) at Toronto
:emaraCzyk 3-2,
New York IGuidry 4-2, at Detroit Bil,itham 3-31, n
Minnesota ;Redfern 1-0 or Hartsell 1-21
t Texas (Matlack 2-2). )n)
Seattle. 'Abbott 14 ) at Kansas City
4,-ishY1-21'. in 1
Tuesday's Games
Boston at Baltimore. ; n
Cleveland at Toronto. in)
California at Milwaukee, in )
New York at Detroit, ,n
(nikland at Chicago. in)
Seattle at Kansas City, ; n )
Minnesota at Texas. In)

_
Please Re-Elect
arw-

-43,4

who picked up his 300th career win last
night. "We needed something like that
to give us a lift."
Clieburn, a gangly 6-4 junion
righthander, seemed a bit overwhelmed by his ability to shut down the
'Breds on six hits during his eight inning stint. -They were just awesome
against New Orleans (when Murray
had 19 hits) so I felt lucky to be able to
stay in as long as I did."
He held the'Breds to just one hit from

This Weekend's Sports In Brief

Delp Hopes Cordero Has
Learned From Preakness
BALTIMORE
AP) —
Trainer Bud Delp realizes the
Preakness Stakes was another
learning experience for jockey
- Ron Franklin. But he hopes it
was for veteran Angel Cordero
Jr., too.
Delp's colt, Spectacular Bid,
romped to a 5',2 length victory
under Franklin Saturday in
the richest of 104 Preaknesses,
but Cordero's controversial
ride aboard Screen King, the
thirdplace finisher, fueled
anew the Franklin-Cordero
the kid vs. the veteran —
rivalry.
"I hope Mr. Cordero
realizes this game is for
everybody to play, not just a
select few," Delp said Sunday.
"I hope he's been shown the
light a little bit and realizes
Franklin is a rate rider just
like him."
The 19-year-old Franklin
called Cordero's alleged effort
to force him wide on the first
turn unsportsmanlike. Delp
said: "It was a childish act.
He was jeopardizing the race.
But Ronnie took care of that.
He was worried about what
Ronnie Was doing instead of
just riding his own race."
Several times Corder() attempted toforce Franklin into
the rail during the race, Delp
said.

RBI without a ground out.
Shortstop Steve Sencibaugh enabled
Murray to score its initial run in the
first innning with some alert
baserunning. He bounced into a
fielder's choice, advanced a base on a
walk, and scored from second when the
Bulldogs attempt to double up Tooley
on his bouncer was too late.
The 'Breda biggest outburst came in
the second frame but it ended weakly,
Designated hitter Mike Calicchio
reached on an infield error, David
Orem walked and Purdue singled to left
to load the bases.
Sencibaugh followed by lining a
double over short for two runs, but
when Fehn and Courtney walked to fill
the bases again, State starter Perry
Clie burn whirled to pick off Sencibaugh
and end the inning.
Bulldog coach Ron Polk felt that play
may have shifted the momemtum to his
team. "Sure, it was big," said Polk,

season's expansion of the National Hockey
League.
GOLF
CLIFTON, N.J. 'AP) -- Nancy Lopez
knocked in a 10-foot birdie putt on the
second extra hole of a five-way sudden
death playoff to defend her title in a
9100.000 LPGA tournament at the Upper
Montclair Country Club,
Lopez and Mickey Wright each birdied
the first extra hole, eliminating Jo Ann
Washam, Hollis Stacy and Bonnie Bryant.
who all managed par3s, The five players
finished the regulation 54 holes at 216, 3under-par
•

NHL Playoffs

Your Vote

Influence

Will Bs Approciatsil

Racer Box

NHL Playoffs At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Anal Round
Best of Sesta Series
Series 'K' Game 1
,New York Rangers t, Montreal 1
Game 2
Montreal 6, New York Rangers I
Game 3
Montreal 4, New York Rangers 1
Game 4
Montreal 4, New York Rangers 3, DT
Monday's Game
New York Rangers at Montreal, In)
Thursday's Game
Montreal at New York Rangers, In), if
necessary
Saturday's Game
New York Rangers at Montreal, trnecessary

Colonial Scores
FORT WORTH, Texas r Ai" - Final
scores and money-winn75 cvunday in the
83130,000 Colonial National Invitation Golf
Tournament on the 7,134-yard, par-70 Colonial:Country Club course. Al Geiberger,
654,000
68-6944-73-274
70-70-67-69--275
-Gene Littler. 626,400
72-7048-65-275
DOB January. 926.400
71-73-65-67-276
Tom Watson. 813,200
70-73-64-69-776
Jim Colbert, 813,200
I.eonard Th mps n. 810,425
65-68-73-72-278
70-68-70-70-278
Fuzzy Zoeller. 810.425
68-71-71.69-279
Wayne Levi, 88300
69-74-69-67-779
Ed Sneed. 88,400
68-74-7047--270
Lindy Miller, $8400
, 7G-74-66-69.-279
Jack Renner. 18,400

Transactions
The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
CALIFORNIA ANGEIS - Assigned
Orlando Ramirez, infielder, otitright to
Salt Lake City of the Pacific Coast League
TORONTO BLUE JAYS - Optioned
Dave McKay. second baseman, to
Syracuse of the International League.
Purchased Dan Aortae, second baseman,
from Syracuse
BASKETBALL
Nadia", Basketball Association
MILWAUKEE BUCKS - Signed Lloyd
Walton, guard. to a three-year contract
FOOTBALL
National Football League
DENVER BRONCOS - Signed Jtn
Turrer, place-kicker
MIAMI DOIPHDIS - Signed Gar,
Yeprernian, kicker. to a one-year contract
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
Announced that -Frank Grant, wid,
receiver. has cleared irrevocable waivers
Canadian Football League
TORONTO ARGONAUTS -,- Signed
Albert Chester. quarterback. Al Mclean
guard, and John Blue and Jack).
Williams. defensive backs
COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF ALARM.**
Hayden
of
Announced the rengnation
Riley. baseball coach.

MURRAY.
ab h
•
514 1
4 11 1'
1L 0 0
5 r1 3
300 0
4 00 1
5 00 0
31 0 0
3 10 0
000 0
3366 6
40 8 14 8

Perdue, 2b
Sencibaugh, ss
Courtney, 3b
Tooley, If
Fehn, rf
Wagoner. lb
Threatt, cf
Cabcchio, dh
Orem, c
Rice. p
Murray
Miss State

and the dynamic Tom Watson all made
concerted challenges but fell short
littler finished tied with January for
second at 275 Littler had a closing 68 and
January shot 65
Watson tied with Jim Colbert for fourth
at 276. Watson had a 67,and Colbert shot a
closing 69
PINEHUFtST, N.C. (AP) - North
Carolina senior John McGough upset
slightly favored Scott Hoch of Raleigh in
the championship of the 79th NorthSouth
Amateur Invitational Golf Tournament
The pair had finished the first morninittn
round even. The deciding hole was the
35th. which McGough parred while Hoch
LISped a 20-foot putt for par. putting him
back one hole
The two were the finalists from the 128
players who participated in the tournament. Each survived six matches to
make it into the finals.
•
TENNIS
FLORENCE, Italy IAPI — Raid

Ramirez of Mexico captured the men's
singles title in the Florence International
Tennis Tournament by whipping West
Germany's Karl Metter 6-4, 2-6, 3-6, 7-5,64
HAMBURG. West Germany (AP; Sixth-seeded Jose Higueras beat secondseeded Harold Solomon 3-6, 6-1, 6-4, 6-Ito
win the 8175,000 West German International Tennis Championship
Higueras collected $24,000 dollars
Solomon earned 812.00d.
In the doubles finaLar Czecholsovaks Jan
STARKVILLE, Miss: South Regional add.
Bodes and Tomasz Smut beat Australians
Miss St
500 000 210- I 14 1
Mark Edmondson and John Marks 6-3,6-1,
Murray St
120 000 201- 6 6 3
7-6 .
Chburn, Kurtz 191 and McDonald; RigThe Czechs split 119,000 and the
gins, Bradford r 1), Gricehaber (7r, BueAustralians $4,500.
chel )8 and Orem. W-Cliburn, 5-2. 1.-HigKOBE, Japan )AP. - Americans
gins, 4-1 HRs-Miss St., Pavlou 5 MurMartina Navratilova and Victor Amaya
ray St , Tooley :7)
won the women's and men's singles titles
in the $175,000 Gunze World Tenrus
' oiirnament.
Navratdova beat Californian Tracy
Austin 6-1, 6-1 and Arnaya whipped fellow
American Dick Stockton 6-4, 7-5.
By The Associated Press
The winners received 928.000 each
All Times EDT
VIENNA, Austria ;AP) -- Top-seeded
Championship Finals
Chris Evert Lloyd turned back fellow.
Best of Seven Series
American Caroline Stoll 6-1, 6-1 in the
W
L
Pet
finals of a women's 975.000 international
Wastungton 101.000
tennis tournament
Seattle 01 000 Sunday's Game
Lloyd's victory earned her $14,000
Washington 99, Seattle 97
In the doubles finals, Marisa Kruger of
Thursday's'Cid*
Seattle at Washington, 8,35 p.m.
South Africa and Dianne Frornholtz of
Australia beat liana Klass of South Africa
Sunday, May 27
Betty
6-1Ann Stuart of the United States
Washington at Seattle (Kingdome), 3 and 6.4
34,
P.m.
AND FIELD
YRACK
Tuesday, May 29
PHHAUELPHIA fApr --, S'illanova's
Washington at Seattle 'Coliseum), 11:30
speed overwhelmed Maryland as the
Rm•
Wildcats won the ICIA outdoor track and
Friday, June 1
field championship for the second straight
Seattle at Washington, 9 p.m., if necesyear with a triumph in the meet's final
sary
events
Sunday. JIM! 3
The Wildcats were led by the meetWashington at Seattle :Coliseum 330
record performances of Amos Koch, a
pm_ if necessary
sophomore from Kenya, in the 3,000
Wednesday, June
meters, and Sydney Maree, a sophomore
Seattle at Washington, 9 p.m., if necesfrom South Africa, In the 1.505 meters
sary

NBA Playoffs

SEASON PASSES
Passes are On Sale At

The Murray-Calloway
Co. Park Office
10th Payne St.
Purchase prior to Pool Opening and
Save $5.00

Single Pass — ROA
Family Pass — *45.00

GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE — WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE
ANY KIND — ANYWHERE — ANYTIME
Models on Display

TWO CAR SPECIAL
IS

$2 79000

J.D. Outland
City Council

Lopez and Wright then moved to the 16th
hole where Lopez birdied with a 10-foot
putt. Wright then missed her eighdoot putt
for birdie as Lopez captured the 615,000
first prize.
FORT WORTH, Texas I API -- Al
Geiberger came up with a magnificent tee
shot on the 16th hole that stopped two inches from the cup and led hun to a 1-stroke
victory' in the Colonial National Invitation
Golf Tournament.
He finished with a round of 3-over-par 73
and claimed his 12th career victory With a
274 total, 6 under par.
. Veterans Gene Littler and Don January,

Complotety

NAME
ADDRESS
Bank Flaaaalat
Nail Cowan or
Call Callact

MORI
BEST ME TO SEE

502-522-6488
*

TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
Ky
PC) Box 669, Hwy 68 We,st
PH 1-502-522-64811
reale6 Cnievroom 11.0 Care

raatrato Row
Plops Froiglit & Tog

L
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Bullets Win Opener By 2

Dandridge Nods,Sonics Sleep
posite way and came down the
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) Bobby Dandridge of the lane."
Washington Bullets nodded
"Wright just beat me," said
but it was the Seattle Gus Williams, who scored 32
SuperSonics who went tb points for the SuperSonics and
had blocked another Wright
sleep.
As he prepared to make an attempt when Washington
inbounds pass with two brought the ball inbounds with
seconds remaining in the five seconds left.
The Bullets, trying to
opener of the National
Basketball
Association become the first repeat
championship series Sunday, champions of the NBA in 10
Dandridge made an almost years, had three chances to
imperceptible motion with his win after Dennis Johnson
head.
But Larry Wright picked up
the subtle signal, drove the
lane for a bounce pass from
Dandridge, and was fouled by
CLIFTON, N.J. (AP) —
Dennis Johnson on a layup
Mickey Wright, the veteran
attempt as time expired.
whose name was once
synonymous with the LPGA
tour. Nancy Lopez, the.
current 22-year-old phenom.
The two going head-to-head in

A

11111111•111.
1161111111111.11i)

MED

Lopez Wins Playoff

_

SOCCER DONATION — Bill Whitaker, right, of the Murray Soccer Association, accepts a
$200 check from David Travis, secretary-treasurer of the Murray Optimist Club. The Optimists donated the money to the soccer group for the purchase of needed equipm.eriL

Now Not The Time To Worry
About Losses, Phils' Ozark Says
By BRUCE Lown-r
AP Sports Writer
It's a long, long time from
May to September and, according to Danny Ozark, now
is not the time to worry.
"I don't think losing one
game or three games out of
162 is going to have an effect
on
professionals,the
Philadelphia manager said
Sunday after Montreal ripped
his Phillies 10-6 to complete a
, three-game sweep of the
:National League East's threetime champions.
"If this were September, it
• might have some effect,"
,Ozark added.
Still, it had the double effect
*,...pf shaving the Phils' division
:jead to one game and of
•tnaking the upstart Expos

believe in themselves a bit
more.
In Sunday's other NL
games, Los Angeles beat
Cincinnati 6-4, •. New York
nipped St. Louis 8-7 in 11 innings, San Francisco routed
Atlanta 8-1, Pittsburgh
defeated Chicago 6-5 and
Houston swept a doubleheader
from San Diego 1-0 and 6-3.
This has to lift the team up.
Taking three games from the
team in first place is enough to
give anybody a lift, and
especially the way we did it,"
said Gary Carter of the Expos.
Montreal had needed lifting,
taking a five-game losing
streak into Philadelphia.
- They Expos turned it around
with three come-from-behind
victories and with some solid

relief pitching. "We had three
starters knocked out, and each
time our bullpen pulled us out.
It's something we didn't have
before."
It was something the
Phillies didn't have Sunday.
They took a 6-5 lead into the
seventh inning, then Phils
starter Nino Espinosa walked
Carter and Ellis Valentine.
Ron Reed came out of the
bullpen and, after fanning
Larry Parrish for the second
out, gave up Jim Mason's RBI
single', a bases-loading walk to
_Jerry • White and Andre
DaWSOTT'S two-run single.
Montreal nicked Reed for
two more runs in Ihe eighth.
Warren Cromartie, who had
bpmered in the fifth inning,
tripled and scored on Carter's

.Field Set(Maybe) Mindy 500
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
With a final flurry of bumping
and protesting, the field isset
maybe — for Sunday's 63rd
Indianapolis 500, which may
liecome known as the most
:confusing spectacle in. auto
racing.
. The last weekend of time
trials produced excitement,
when a record 11 cars were
bumped ,from the field by
faster 'competitors: controversy, when a cheating
scandal spread through
Gasoline Alley involving new
power restrictions: and anger,
when four qualification runs
-were disallowed for rules
infractions.
At daf's end, the race billed
as the world's richest purse
also faced the prospect of
beirig the world's most
litigated.
Seven protests were filed,
mostly against a last-day

rules change on power
restrictions, and one driver
threatened court action to
throw the whole lineup out and
start over again with less than
a week until race day. All that
came just two weeks after the
Mai Championship Auto
Racing Teams, representing
most of the sport's big names,
went to court to overcome the
sanctioning U.S. Auto Club's
rejection of 19 entries.
Lost in the confusion was the
fact that the 33-car starting
grid as finally completed is
the most competitive in years,
with an average speed of
186.771 mph, 24 cars between
184 and 186, and less than 10
mph separating the fastest
and the slowest. It has jiist*e
first-time starter, veteran
road racer Howdy' Holmes,
and five forrher winners,
including fourtime champion
A.J. Foyt, three-time winner

Al Unser, and Bobby Unser,
Johnny Rutherford and
Gordon Johncock.
It doesn't necessarily have
the 33 fastest cars since rookie
Bill Alsup was thrown out of
the race after it was
discovered that the PenskeCosworth he qualified at more
than 187 mph had the,engine
used by Bobby Unser a week
ago. Since Unser qualified
with it, that is illegal.
Alsup's car owner, Roger
Penske said the engine mixup
was
unintentional.
He
protested that the penalty was
too severe, said it wasn't
cdvered in the rules and asked
that Alsup be given a chanCe
to qualify with another engine.
USAC scheduled hearings
today on that and the other six
protests, all involving the
cheating scandal and USAC's
belated attempts to deal with
it.

sacrifice fly, then Tony Solana
and Valentine singled ai.1
Parrish doubled.
Dodgers 6, Reds 4
Don Sutton gave up a
threerun homer in the bottom
of the eighth that pulled
Cincinnati into a tie, but he
was still the pitcher of record
when Von Joshua led off the
ninth with a homer that made
Los Angeles a winner.
And that made Sutton the
Dodgers' winningest pitcher
ever. His fifth victory of the
year was the 210th of his
career, one more than Den
- Drysdale — and when the
telephone rang in the Dodger
clubhouse, Sutton -figured out
who the caller was.
'•When they said there was a
phone call. I almost expected
it was Big D." he said. • I
didn't think it was Jimmy
Carter,--"seeing as how I'm a
Republican ... To be able to
pass Don is more than I'm
really ready to figure out right
now. It's something really
special for me."
Mets S. Cardinals 7
Richie Hebner had a tworun double in the firit inning
and a three-run homer in the
10th to keep New York in the
game, then _Frank Tay-eras
belted a bases-loaded single in
the 11th inning over St. Louis'
drawn-in outfield for the
victory.
"You can't figure thisgame
out," said Hebner, who hadn't
hit a homer since Opening
Day. "One timeyou'll go 0-for20, then you'll go 10-for-20.
What's great about baseball is
you play every day, so that if
you're a burn yesterday, you
can'be a hero today."
Giants 8, Bravest
Bob Knepper stifled Atlanta
on three hits while ,Bill
Madlock drove in three San
Francisco runs with a homer
. and single.

Geiberger Holds On At Colonial
FORT WORTH,Texas(AP) of. And it won him the $300,000
— It was a grand scheme, and Colonial Invitalion golf title.
Al Geiberger dreamed p( it
With his 4-shot lead eroded,
often.-The final hole of the U.S. his confidence in shambles
Open. He would lash a long and the wolves at his heels, the
iron to within an inch of the lanky, affable Californian
cup.
slapped a 5-iron 2 inches shy of
There would be cheers and a hole-in-one on the par-3 16th
champagne and a tap-in and a hole.
bunch of money.
.
It netted him a birdie,
Well, it wasn't the Open, or restored his confidence and
the last hole, or even a cinch.
to a one-shot
But he did what he dreamed victa7
in a typically

Howard
Koenen
Manager Starks Hardware)

For

Murray
City Council

traumatic final round.
It left Don January, with a
65, and Gene Littler, with a 68,
frustrated runners-up.
"I hadn't done anything
sensational
all
day,"
Geiberger concluded after
firing a closing 3-over-par 73.
"I had a few doubts...All of a
sudden I hit an iron like that."
-It gave me a lift. With 2
more holes to go, I thought, 'I
can go to work and try to win
this.' It seemed like a new ball
game all over again."
Geiberger snaked in a 7-foot
par putt on No.17 and recorded
a safe bogey at the 18th to
close out with a 72-hole total of
274 and his first victory since
1977.
It was worth $54,000 which,
he dead-panned,"will go good
with the $5,000 that I won so
far this year."
Tom Watson, with a foot in
the. grave, dipped to 5-under

You are invited to iilop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars 8. trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars 8.
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.

Open Nites For Your
Shopping Convenience

PARKER FORD INC.
MURRAY, KY.
•

rebounded a John Johnson
shot and tied the score with 25
Wright, who came off the
bench to score 26 points,
missed his first free throw but
sank the next two, giving
Washington a 99-97 victory
and a 1-0 lead in the best-ofseven Series which resumes
here Thursday night.
"Bobby motioned that the
lane was open," Wright said.
"I gave a head fake the op-

through 10 holes. With four
straight birdies, the tour's
leading money winner appeared almost certain to
challenge for his fourth
• triumph of the year. But a
double bogey at ffie 12th
torpedoed that possibility. and
Watson's 3-under-par 67 left
him tied with Jim Colbert for
fourth.
Colbert and Watson earned
$13,200, precisely one half of
what Littler and January got
as runners-up. Colbert slipped
home with a 69.
First and second round
leader Leonard Thompson
slumped to a 2-over-pd72.and
tied Masters champion Fuzzy.
Zoeller at 278, a shot ahead of
Wayne Levi, Ed Sneed, Bruce
Lietzke, Jack Renner and
Lindy Miller.
Geiberger, one of the tours
20 millionaires, embarked on
the final round with a 4-shot
lead over Barry Jaeckel and
was five shots ahead of
Thompson.
Both challengers collapsed.
Littler. and January shot
threatening 4-tinder-par is on
the front side, leap-froag mg
into contention. But neither
could master the tricky cras$
winds to maintain a charge,
Exaggerating just sliatitil„
Geiberger called it a victory
for the old folks. January is 49
and Littler 48, and, at 41,
•-Geiberger is at least seasoned
if not spicy.
And so it wasn't the iipeTi.
But it was just like Al
visioned. "All of a sudden, I
hit an iron like I did today at
No.16...That's the feeling I had
... Great ... I couldn't miss

MHS Spring Sports
Banquet Scheduled
The Murray High School
Spring Sports banquet,
sponsored by the MHS Booster
Club, will be held Sunday,
May 27, at 1 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
Tickets for the banquet,
which are $3.50 per plate, will
be available at the door.
The Expo Center is located
on College Farm Road.

a sudden death playoff.
"I never considered her a
hero, but I admired her
greatly," Lopez said after she
captured her fourth victory of
the year the hard way; by
surviving a five-way playoff,
which ioclade! :ae veteran
Wright, in the aiiJ0,00O I.PGA
event at the Upper Montclair
Country Club.
Lopez, Wright, Hollis Stacy,
virtual unknown Bonnie
Bryant and Jo Ann Washam
were tied at 3-under-par 216
after the regulation 54 holes.
Wright, 44, hasn't played
regularly on the tour in close
to a decade, but her past
achievements speak quite
loudly. She halals the record
with 82 career victories, including 13 in 1963, a mark
Lopez made a run at last year
with nine triumphs.

seconds left.
After Tom Henderson
missed and Seattle's Lonnie
Shelton fumbled the ball out of
bounds, the Bullets intended to
set a double screen for Dandridge, their clutch performer
who had 23 points.
But Dennis Johnson switched to foil the strategy and
after Wright's hurried shot
was tipped. by Williams,
Seattle's Jack Sikma knocked
the ball out of bounds.
This time, Dandridge tossed
the ball inbounds, a move
which may have confused the
SuperSonics.
Dennis Johnson, guarding
Kevin Grevey, moved to block
the lane when Wright broke
free and didn't agree with the
call by offitial Ed Rush.
"I thought I blocked the

shot," Johnson said,"but with
all the noise, I couldn't hear a
whistle. I thought we were
going into overtime."
The SuperSonics, who won
the opener of last year's
seven-game series with
Washington after trailing by•
19 points, almost equaled that
miracle comeback.
Trailing 91-73 early in the
fourth quarter, Seattle reeled
off two 10-point strings — with
Williams scoring six during
each streak — and forged the
tie when Dennis Johnson
scored his 23rd point.
The SuperSonics picked up
23 points on 20 Washington
turnovers, several while using
a press in the closing minutes.
But Seattle was outrebounded
55-41 and hit only 11 of 23 free
throws.,

Murray High To Meet
Grayson In Substate
The Murray High School
Tigers will face .Grayson
County High School in the
opening round of the Sub-State
Tournament at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday in Owensboro.
Mayfield High School and
Madisonville High School play
in the other first round contest
at 4 p.m.
Winners from those two

games will play Wednesday at
6:30 p.m. for a berth in the
state tournament to be held
next week. Schools from three
other sub-state tourneys
across the state will send
representatives. A blind draw
will be used for the pairings in
the state tournament.
Tickets for the sub-state will
be $1 for students and $2 for
adults.

Elvis Presley's Car On Display.
At Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Showroom
MoId,Mã 21st
FROM 9 A.M. Iii 10 P.M.
PUBLIC IS INVITED
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
ONE DAY ONLY—
SEE THE KING'S CAR
Elvis Presley's custom built automobile wi:1 be
on display at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet this
Monday from 9 a.m. - 10 p.m. The King's own
16 foot white stretch Lincoln is equipped with
a TV and bar. This car is insured for $600,000
with Lloyd's of London. In addition, Elvis'
guitar will be on public display and people
close to Elvis will be on hand to a
questions about the car and
of rock 'n roll
Stamps Ou
Guard. The
u from Mt.
receive a chat
gave this custori
of the Stamps
died).

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
WHERE THE BEST DEALS ARE "TAYLOR MADE
Hwy.641 South
Murray,
153-3332
Ky.
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'Short Calving Season Ups Profits I
If getting young cows bred
back on schedule after calving
is no problem in your herd,
you probably haven't heard
about the profit-boosting
benefits from a short calving
season and calving heifers as
two-year olds.
Or you're doing a good job of
feeding and already using a
relatively new approach to the
problem—suckling
management.

"That's the reinforcement
needed in managing most cow
herds to strengthen the
weakest link in the calf
production chain," says
Duane Miksch, Extension
veterinarian in the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
First-calf heifers tend to be
late returning to a fertile
estrus or heat period after
calving and,N to a lesser
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ATTENTION
FARMERS
See

Murray Warehousing
Corp.
For

Soybean Inoculation
Noisy-Nix
Noisy-A-Live
Also Soybean,torn and wheat contracts.
Commodity news services
CCC Soybean Storage
Call

Murray
Warehousing Corp.
Old Concord Road
753-8220 or 753-8225

Raiseem your way

...with our livestock loans.
Raising byestock is your business
ours T3-financing 'agriculture
We re the farm credtt people
That our specialty
So when you ve 901 a
ivestock plan that calls for
cash. count 6n PCA
leaderA in kvestock financing
We understand your needs large
and small And we re committed to

helping you achieve your goals
You II firxt that PCA has the flexibility
to tailor loan terms and repayment to fit your particular plan We hear you talk
mg We understand And
with your sound plan and
our money you can raise
kverstock your way

Jackson Purchase PCA
*

If You Own
a Farm...

305 N. Rh St.
Murray, Ky. 753-.5602

LET'S TALK.

degree, second-calf cows have weights were the same for
the same problem. To stay on both groups of cows.
schedule of calving by the
If you try once-a-day
same date the following year, suckling Miksch suggests
a cow must become pregnant penning calves separately at
80 to 85 days after having her about the beginning of your
calf.
breeding period and returning
The problem, according to them to their mothers six
Miksch, can be caused by weeks later.
feeding too little energy to the
Early weaning increased
cow and by the calf's suckling
stimulus affecting the cow's conception in a 42-day
reproductive system. They breeding period by 25.9 perare the. primary contributing cent in 2-year-old cows, 15.6
factors that you can do percent in 3-year-olds and 7.9
something about in managing percent in mature cows up to
11 years old in USDA trials at
yor herd.
Suckling manangement can the Meat Animal Research
help solve the rebreeding Center in Nebraska. Calves
problem because nursing a were weaned 8 days before the
calf delays the onset of a cow's starting of the breeding
estrous cycle, says Miksch. season at an average age of 55
You have three options to get days, with weaning age
cows back in heat sooner after ranging from 34 to 76 days.
Actual conception rates in
calving: (1) early weaning,
(2) letting the calf nurse only the early-weaning research
once -a day during the - were 71.4 percent for 2-yearbreedingseason or (3) old cows, 76 per cent for 3removing the calf for 48 hours. year-olds and 70.6 percent for
Miksch explains that milk mature cows; compared with
producting requires energy, 45.5 percent, 60.4 percent and
leaving less for the cow's 62.7 percent for same-age
reproductive functions, but cows nursing calves.
Research in a number of
that the effect of the suckling
stimulus, itself, probably is states has demonstrated that
calves can be weaned sucmore Important.
"Milked cows return to cessfully at 6 to 8 weeks of age,
higher
estrus sooner after calving resulting in- a
among
rate
than suckled cows producing pregnancy
less .milk," says Miksch, nutritionally-stressed cows,
adding.that "there is a direct according to Miksch. But he
relalionship between the points out that increased labor
intensity of suckling stimulus and the high cost of feed
and the interval from calving formulated for young calves
should be considered before
to first estrus."
This means that the oftener going to an early-weaning
a calf nurses and the more program.
vigorously it goes about it, tile
Ins' 'ficient energy intake
longer it will take a cow to by cows, a contributing factor
come back in heat after in the rebreeding problem,
calving.
can be corrected in three
Of the three suckling ways, according to miksch:
management options, tem- (1) Feeding heifers better, so
porary weaning looks like the they develop to near-mature
most practical for Kentucky size before calving at 2 years
cow-calf producers. But- of age,(2) feeding young cows
Miksch says research shows separately from mature cows
and (3 feeding additional
that all of them will work.
In temporary weaning trials grain to young cows.
in Texas, calves 45 days or
"Young cows do not require
older were removed from more energy for maintenance
cows for 48 hours at the start than mature cows of the same
of the breeding period. This size," says Miksch, "but they
stimulated cows to cycle, have more difficulty conresulting in 62 percent bred suming enough energy to
and 44 percent pregnant in 21 satisfy their requirements."
days, compared with only 31
He explains that young cows
percent bred and 17 percent may not have the rumen
pregnant when calves were
capacity to get enough energy
left on the cows. The 48-hour from pasture or a hightemporary weaning had no ill -roughage ration and, if run
effects on the calves or cows, with older cows, they lack the
says Miksch.
size to compete for their share
Once-a-day suckling of the feed.
produced similar results.
_
penned
were
Calves
separately at 30 days of age,
and their mothers were turned
in once a day until they were
bred.
With calves nursing only
once a day the cow p came into
heat within 69 days after
calving. It took an average of
116 days for cows nursing
calves normally. Half of the
cows suckled normally did not
We've Got the Shield
come in heat until their calves
for You
weaned. Weaning
were

PCA

Six People Make Profit On Calf
By TENA ANDERSEN
Associated Press Writer
CHAMBERLAIN,S.D.(AP)
— Half a dozen people will try
to make a profit on a baby calf
in its 18-month life, from birth
to the supermarket meat
counter.
A full-grown steer provides
meat and by-products valued
at about $1,150, out of which
must come the costs of
feeding, transporting and
processing it — along with
hoped-for profit at each step.
The president of one large
meat packing company
claims he is losing money on
beef, and supermarkets say
they are only breaking even on
it.
But these are prosperous
days for the rancher.
"I would not apologize for
the price of meat," said Bob
Healey, a Chamberlain
rancher. "Cattle are just
getting to the level where they
should be. Ranchers have to
have profit incentive or we'll
just say to hell with it."
Many ranchers called it
quits five years ago when
prices were low. Drought in
years
next three
the
decimated feed supplies and
more ranchers sold off their
herds. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture estimates beef
supplies will be far below
demand for at least two years.
But ranchers make the most
money these days on a calf,
investing about $360 until the
day it leaves its mother's side.
At prices earlier this week,
they stand to make about $80 a
head at that stage.
Here are Healy's costs to
raise one weaned calf: Yearly
and
taxes,
interest
depreciation on one cow,
$99.52; feed, $193.00; breeding
and veterinary services
$22.00; marketing and transportation $10.00; buildings
and equipment,$10.95; and $25
for his labor at $5 an hour for a
total of $360.47.
"I'd need 81 cents a pound
for a 440-pound calf to break
even — figuring a 100 percent
calf crop. And you can't count
on every cow having a calf or
all of them living," he said. On
Monday, calves sold for about
$1 a pound.
Healey's calfsells for $440 to
another rancher called a
backgrounder, who spends $80
to raise the animal to 650
pounds. And he can sell it to a
feedlot for $559, turning a $39
profit.
The feeder spends $147
fattening the steer to 1,000pound market weight and sells
it for about $715, making $9 a
head.
Jim Woster of the Sioux
Falls Stockyards, the nation's
third -largest
livestock
market, said the high beef
demand is profitable for the
rancher but low supply hurts
the processor.
"Feeders want to point the
finger at the packer and say,
Boy!, they're really raking it
Woster said. "But really,
they're losing money on cattle
kills to the point that some of
them are closing down."
John Morrell and Co., one of
the five largest meat packers
in the nation, has no plans to
close down. But its president,

Donald Slotkin, said the cattle gets to the point where people for each 1,000-pound animal.
operation is losing money.
won't buy beef anymore,"
That leaves the packer a
"The farmer is making a lot Slotkin said.
slim $70 to pay for labor and
of money on his cattle right
Neither Slotkin — nor retail equipment and to turn a profit.
now with low prices for feed
Transportation
increases
grocers — would discuss
grain and record high prices
the
$1.14
to
cost
by the
pound
a
their
of
precise details
for cattle. But at the time we
operations, but this is the way time the 600-pound carcass
need the cattle the most to
reaches a Midwestern grocery
it works out generally.
meet Consumer demand,
On Monday, Morrell's could store. It costs another 2 cents
they're holding cattle back for
a pound to truck the meat to
buy Healey's 1,000-pound steer
breeding," Slotkin said.
either coast.
in Sioux Falls for $715. Only
Morrell's kills cattle at 10 of
Gary
Wasson,
meat
about 600 pounds of edible
its 17 plants nationwide with
manager
a
at
Hinky
Dinky
meat is left after slaughter
the slaughter rate down 60
in Sioux Fala,
and that sells wholesale for supermarket
percent in recent weeks.
said
30
about
percent of tie
about $1.12 a pound or $672.
"We don't project ourselves
Morrell's also sells the carcass is useless.
as a friend of the farmer or of
products — blood, bone, "We trim off the fat and
the consumer. We don't like to waste
bone and sell it to a rendering
hide, organs — for about $113
see these high prices either. It
company for 3 cents a pound'
he said. That nets the store
$4.50 an animal.
Healey's steer is now 450
pounds of meat and — after
accounting for what's trimBy Nevyle ShocklItord
med away — each pound is
worth $1.51. Wasson said the
•
average price for all beef cuts
I
I
under cellophane, often
represented by the price of
In my opinion, garden though the seeds are perfect round steak, has been about -*"
books rank near the top in for food, they spring not $2.30a pound.
That gives the grocery store
reading matter. I have long after their sowing through
read this type of literature some malice of the celestial 79 cents a pound to cover costs
and make a profit.
both for pleasure and for bodies."
profit and among my favorite
authors is one Thomas Hyll.
who long ago published an
obscure little volume on
"Howe to Dress, Sowe, and
Set a Garden." .
Hyll, or Hill, was an.
Englishman. He published his
book in 1 563 during the reign
of Queen Elizabeth when the
study of botany and medicine
went ml in hand, and when
werie still
h
fraught with super,stition and
witchcraft.
this book, whigih can
now be found only in
museums or rare book collections, the author mixed fact
with fancy and drew heavily
upon such ancient agricultural writers as Pliny, Cato,
Varro, Frontius and other
bucolic scribes who held
forth during the first and
second centuries before and
after Christ.
A substantial part of this
old book was devoted to
instructions for the planting
and cultivation of several
varieties of herbs and vegetables. Planting by the signs
of the Todiac and phases of
the ,moon were also recommended.
The way we see it...you're not just our
customers.. you're our friends. We know how im"Whatsoever you sow,"
portant your farm is to you.. and we'll take a
wrote Hyll, "sowit_Alie_n the
interest in helping you with your special
special
oftimes
it
for
increases
moon
farm needs. loans, management, or just a bit of
happens that sowing in the"
sound advice. Let's talk.
decrease or wayne of the
moon it prospers not. And
such things that you will cut
down or gather. let it be done
'FDIC
in the wayrne of the moon. It
oftimes happens that al-

SHORT ROWS

Always glad
to see you...
Always ready
to help...

Bank of Murray

Siiimmires
"For All Your
Feed Needs
See The Folks
At

FARMERS!
For Up To The

Minute

Grain Prices
Call...
Hutson Grain Terminal
Port-Of-Murray -Calloway County

Bonanza's
Uni-Frame design
delivers extra
strength in these
important areas:
• Giant Roof Trusses--guaranteed to withstand maximum
snow loads
No Sag Headers—permits wide door openings.
Posi Lock Connections — firmly join trusses to walls to
eliminate twisting and warping.

You Can Depend on Bonanza Buildings. . .
they're built to last!

J. C. Cates Const. Co.
Phone Collect(502)443-8562

Local
Farmers... ...474-2295
Ky.
Farmers.1-800-592-5409
Effecti4 3-30-79
We Will Be Closed
Sat. & Sun.
Unfit lug. 16th
• Mours'6 e.m.-101/*M. Mon.-Fri.

Hutson Grain
Terminal
Larry Hoch -Mgr.

Farmer's Grain & Seed
Co., Inc.
a
Farmer's Grain &
Seed Co.., Inc.
Bobby Meador, Mgr.

Dan Boaz,Owner

Murray,
Ky.

Ph.
753-3404
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Atkins Challenges Detractors
To Prove Sellout Allegations
FRANKFORT, Ky. tAP) State Auditor George Atkins,
challenging his detractors to
prove their allegations of
-sellout," was expected to file
his gubernatorial expense
report today with the state
Registry of Election Finance.
"i The report) is proof that
Gov. Julian.Carroll and Terry
McBrayer are telling outright
lies when they claim John Y.
Brown Jt.. is paying off
8100,000 of my campaign
debts," Atkins said Saturday.

Atkins, who withdrew from
the primary last week to
support Brown, challenged
Carroll and McBrayer to
produce documentary
evidence of their allegation.
"I welcome your scrutiny of
this report," Atkins told a
press conference. "I don't
think
the Carroll administration
and
the
McBrayer campaign can
`a.iilistand the sanie scrutiny."
He said the report showed
his campaign had raised

Clip and Save

Grand

LOOK!
Opening

and open

lair

this ..summer

today by telephone

SCODEN INCORPORATED
Located in Murray, Ky. and
area and the Midwest in:

serving this

•Coiris and Numismatic supplies
•Stamps and Philatelic supplies
*Gold and Silver Investments
•Scoden Incorporated is proud to be this
area's authorized dealer for the Canadian
Gold Beaver(a pure gold bullion coin). Sold in
I ounce and '2 ounce sizes with-a fineness of
9999 There is no alloy in this coin!
'Available for collectors-Proof quality
Canadian Gold Beavers.
•
'General and special merchandise purchased on
request at low retail prices that will pleasantly surprise you!
Coll us today for further information or just to chat about what
you would lie to see .n the shop Our numbers

Area Code 502 753-5051
Shop Hours Will Be:
9:30-3.30 M-Th
9:30-5.30 Friday
Appointments Only-Saturday
CLOSED SUNDAY

Please Note
As a special consideration to our Gold and
Silver investment customers, we offer 24
hr. a day service by telephone for gold and
silver quotations and purchases from 9:30
a.m. on Monday-Midnight Saturday. Exceptions-any legal holiday at the New York
Stock Exchange.
_Clip and Save.

$455,000 and, as of May 13.
owed $21,483.
Atkins said, however, that
the amount owed was covered
by a $30,000 refund from
media advertising that was
cancelled after he quit the
campaign.
The state auditor said that
McBrayer, who has the
governor's support for the
nomination,"can't explain the
thousands of dollars of personal service contracts that
his law firm has received from
the state."
• 'McBrayer can't- explain
his deal with utility companies
and the hoax he is perpetuating on the consumers of
Kentucky,' Atkins added.
lie -Chatted that state
government, state employees
and state equipment have
been used to promote
McBrayer's campaign and
said "it's time for the people
of Kentucky to demand that
Julian and Terry tell the
truth."
Atkins also claimed that an
examination of McBrayer's
finance reports "shows
they've sold state government
and on May 29, I predict the
voters of Kentucky will reject
the sale."

Stained Glass
Windows Stolen
LOUISVILLE, Ky. IAPI When . the Rev. James E.
Sanders went to the Greater
Grace Temple Church Sunday
to prepare for, the morning
service, he found 16 stainedglass windows missing.
"I just stood there in
atnazement," said Sanders.
Sanders, 68, said the windows were valued at $5,400
when the congregation bought
the church, but it would cost
$12,800 to replace them.
"Why, the windows are
more expensive than the
church is,".he said..
"I don't know what we are
going to do, because we do not
have any insurance at all. We
just bought the building three
years ago and are a very
small congregation."
The church has 25 members.

Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One SpecialPrice.
TUESDAY

Siznin Sirloin Steak Dinner

MONDAY
Chopped Steak
Dinner

WEDNESDAY

FINISHING TOUCHES - 1urie Beatty, editor of the Murray State News during the post school
year and the outstanding 9 aduating senior in journalism, helps put the final edition of the corn
pus newspoper together w the 1978-79 school year at Murray State University drew to a close
The daughter of Dr. and tri s. Durwood Beatty, 1662 College Terrace, she majored in journalism
and political science before receiving her degree May 12.

Then, each day you ye got your choice
of a Baked Potato or French Fries, Toast
any Drink, and a trip to ourSoup n
Salad Bar

SUDAN STOCKADE.

Ten Die In Weekend Wrecks

Quality that keeps you casein'back.

By The Associated-Press Bel-Air Center
Ten persons died in weekead morning in a two-car collision mailboxes,state police said.
Murray
John
traffic accidents on Kentucky on Kentucky 22 about 2.5 miles
Young, 37, of
west
of
Owenton.
Lexington, and his sister, 44highways, according. te state
William McQueen, 25, of year-old Dorothy Young
police, raising
till
of
for the year to 294. Through Bedford, and Joel Kidwell, 26, Lexington, were killed and
the same date a year ago, 255 of La Grange, were killed two other persons were inwhen their vehicle ran off U.S. jured in a two-car
fatalities had been recorded
collision
No traffic deaths were 42 less than a mile west of Friday on U.S. 27 about 11
Carrollton Friday night and miles north of Lancaster
reported Sunday.
,
f
A single-car crash Saturday struck a tree and several police said.
on Kentucky 1320 in Warren
County killed two Bowling
Paul
Green women. State
Myh ill
Tidwell
identified the victims as Diana
753-9382
753-0487
Pippin, 22,, and Teresa
Parrish, 21.
Bishop "Jarvis, 74, f
And still searching for the grocery store and more
Tompkinsville, died Saturday
Residential
closet space?
in a two-car crash 11 • miles
• &
It's
my
job
to help you feel at home fast. As your
from his hometown on
WELCOM
E
WAGON
Hostess
I
can
Commer
supply
cial
answers
Kessler Ridge Road, police
to your new neighborhood question.? and bring a
said.
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Another single-car crash
ainting\Frae Estimates
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
Saturday took the life if
called me. I hope you will, too.
Willard Wright. 44, of Campbellsville. State police said
Inge King 492-8348
the accident occurred on
Mary Hamilton 753-5570
Kentucky .1174. 16.2 Miles west
of Campbellsville.
A teen-ager was killed
Saturday • inoi iiing in downtown Lexington. Police said
19-year-old John Truitt
Versailles was injured fatall
in a collision between a truck
and an autd on U.S. 25.
Arlie Hatton, 70, of .owulton, was killed Saturday

the state's

Take the work
out of lo kin
for work.
Turn to the Murray Ledger & Tunes
Each week we list doxens of job opportunities for
you
You save time tracking down job leads
since most employers
realize the value of classified ad% erlising
n also means you stand a much better
chance of finding the job you want
If you need a job turn tothe No
Job Guide in this area
The Murray Ledger di Times
We tare Use work outet etekteg-ftte
work'
_

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
CALL 753-1916

police

Samtny

New in your
neighborhood?

the

P

Contractors

e come art

TELL IT ALL.
_
MAKE A GOODTHING
HARDWARE STORE. INC.
5551234

- EVEN BETTER.
a)zr
HARDWARE STORE,INC.
Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

A WIDE SELECTION OF:
• Housewares
• Garden & Lawn
Supplies
7747d• Do-It-Right
Power Tools
ca
• Electrical
Supplies
,...
r•Colormate
Paints &
Wallpapers
• Locks & Keys
• Glass Pro:Nets

We rent power tools and
cleaning equipment

FIRST ST N
FAIRGRcRJNIIS

123 FIRST STREET N.
Across from the
Fairgrounds

OPEN 9 AM TO 9 PM
MON-SAT
N's

carpet

Repair ser,,ce for power tools
and small appliances, all make.
FREE PARKING

..

murray
Ledger & Times

555-1238

coal'
The more you teit
The more you sell.
South Central BeIrsYellow Pages
4

-4oteied

SERVING THE NORTH SIDE
SINCE 1909

4/ b(ere

Ar the

9

Chicken Fried
Steak Dinner.

ievizt

welbalhb•
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Brown To Release Personal Finances Summary
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic gubernatorial
caodidate John Y. Brown Jr.
says he soon will release a
summary of his personal
finances.
The millionaire contender
has been criticized by rivals

for failing to make public his
income tax returns as all other
major candidates have done.
Brown said during a
televised panel on the WLEX
"Your Government" series
Sunday that he does not know
if he will release his income
tax returns "because it would
take people two weeks to

understand it."
Brown, who scheduled a
press conference at Louisville
today to discuss an undisclosed topic, declined to
make an estimate of his net
worth, which has been
estimated variously at from
$25 million to $225 million, and
declared that would be an
intrusion of his privacy.
"I have nothing to hide,"
Brown said. "...My record
with the IRS is so clean it's
boring."
Brown also scoffed r at
reports that many of his top
supporters are gamblers and
said that the accusations of his
gambling background, leveled
especially by administrationendorsed Terry McBrayer,
are distortions or falsehoods.

Captain D's
FISH DINNER
ALL YOU CAN EAT
•

15

1607.
soft drink

who withdrew from the race
last Thursday and threw his
support to Brown.
Brown said he is surprised
"that the news media hasn't
been more responsible in
requiring facts" from Gov.
Julian Carroll and McBrayer
about their allegation that
Atkins was promised $100,000
by Brown.
There was no financial
whatever,
consideration

lat parbc4oat4ng CarriT. 0 91

Monday & Tuesday
Murray

Re-Elect

C.C.
Lowry

g sgg."

•••

primary.
Reiterating his claim to
being in the lead and
gathering momentum, Brown
said he believes McBrayer is
the runnerup — "it's our
campaign against the administration."
Brown said the endorsement
by a number of Kentucky
former
of
newspapers
Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane does not disturb him

Rudy Vallee To
Present Favorites

Brown indicated most of this
would be his own money, but
he would like to hold public
fund-raisers if it were possible
and would prefer much more
in
public
participation
financing elections.

To The Voters
Of The

Murray
LOYD B. ARNOLD

Commenting on reports
Sunday that a special federal
grand jury will be convened at
Lexington to look into
allegations of corruption in
state government, Brown said
"it was a a long time
coming...I'm glad to see it
finally."
He also noted that Mike
Molloy, the brother of U.S.
Attorney Pat Molloy, is an
actiVe supporter of McBrayer.
Brown again denied any
financial arrangement with
state Auditor George Atkins,

"because I'm not running to
please the newspapers."
He estimated he would
spend about $1.25 million in
the primary, which he said
probably is • less than
McBr*er will spend.

City Of

Once again lam asking your support in helping to elect me as one
of your councilmen in this election on Moy 29. 1979 I hope you have
noticed tile change in our local election this year. by all candidates
being in one word This was handed down by our Calloway County
Circuit Court Judge James M Lassiter I regret that has happened
just 15 days before the election, however this is a city-wide election
and all city elected officials should work for the best interests of all
citizens, regardless of where they live in this city Often in the past
this has not been done.
I believe in a fair and honest government, where all our citizens
can receive on honest decision I believe the two years I served on
the council, I tried to make wise decisions

I am asking your support
in electing me as one
of your councilmen, May 29.
I thank you very much.

KENTUCKY LITTLE MISS 1979 — Mayor Melvin B. Henley signs a proclamation
declaring Sunday, May 20, as Kentucky Little Miss Day in Murray as 1979's Little Miss,
Kristi Lynn Graham, looks on. Miss Graham, daughter of Janice and Jerry Graham of
Alm°, crowned her successor Sunday afternoon at the pageant held at Lovett
Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee
Auditorium.

pod for by 0.1.• candociore
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Radiolimit

On WKMS Program

You getfrench fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!

Brown said, and
the
negotiations with Atkins
began about 10 days ago
during a televised gubernatorial panel on Kentucky
Educational Television when
the two men sat side by side
and chatted.
Brown said he is not
negotiating with U. Gov.
Thelma Stovall and has -no
reason to believe (she) will
drop out" before the May 29

and his ConRudy
necticut Yankees will present
some of the old Vallee
favorites on WKMS-FM, the
radio voice of Murray State
University, as part of a
program to begin at 8 p.m.
Tuesday, May 22.
Included will be "Vieni,
Vieni," "I'm a Vagabond
Lover," and "Mad Dogs and
Englishmen," along with
several other songs made
famous by Vallee and his
group.
Vallee was the heart-throb
of the nation in the late 1920s
and the early '30s. Known for
his wavy hair and use of the
megaphone to amplify his
voice, he is considered the
first of the romantic crooners.

We're the leader in hi-fi speakers. Nobody but nobody outsells us, and
this is why: Our value and quality is recognized everywhere. We back
up our warranties with service through 7000 locations in North America.
And, to introduce YOU to the nation's top-selling speakers, we're
'lashing prices oi these speakers for one week only!

Passive Radiator iHi-Fl
Speaker System

The second part of the
program will feature the
music of Bix Beiderbecke, one
of the great musicians of the
Jan Age of the 1920s.
WKMS broadcasts at 91.3 on
the FM dial as a fine arts
service of Murray State. The
station has listeners in four
states.

Optimus•-10 by Realistic.

Save$60
95

9

• 8" Woofer, 10" Drone • 31/4" Dome Tikeeter

Powerful bass! Brilliantly clean highs' All from a compact
speaker With a special drone that reinforceProw end
responses. Genuine walnut veneer finish. 25" high. 40-2028

Each

Reg. 139.95 Each

City Council
Po7d Pot by ,he yond do.*

There is enough salt in the
oceans to cover all the land
area in the world with a layer
500 feet thick.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2
•
•
•
Joe Smith's Carpet
•

Trailer Load Sale
Sale Starts Wed.
South 4th
753-6660

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

31%
Save
Mini Hi-Fi
Speaker System
Minimus.* -5 by Realistic
Get big-system design and impressive
sound packed in a 12. , tall enclosure'
2" woofer for
/
61
strong bass,
tweeter for up to
195
20,000 Hz
Each
response. Genuine oiled
Reg. 31.95 Each
walnut veneer
401255

?-441r.

$20
Save
Bass-Reflex Hi-Fi
Speaker System
•
MC-1400 by Realistic
Computer-designed for exciting bass
response from an enclosure only 18" 4311
8" woofer, tuned
port. 4'." tweeter
Genuine walnut
veneer finish
Each

.•
- r•
•
•
•
•
•
•
--•
•

•
•v
•

Il 95

40-1985.
'

Reg. 69.95
N.
VIS
CD MA
CHARGE IT'MOST s Toffs/

MC-2000 by Realistic
Get deep bass without
"booming" with 8" woofer
2" wide-dispersion tweeter
1
2/
reproduces clear, dramatic
highs. Genuine walnut
2" high 40-19116
/
veneer. 231

9Q5
Reg. 99.95

45.
THINK OF HI-Fl. THINK ()' RADIO SHACK, THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND -

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
You name it ... we've got it ... and at unbelievable togs! You'll find great
Iarpot remnants Soli-elk every ro-491, and to march every decor! All At most wanted
louvres, all the popular piles, all the new colors! And All priced right!

Floor/Shelf Speaker

Save
$40

it
Most dems
also evadable al
Rade° Shock
Dealers
Loolc for th.s
von .n your
ov.onbortlood

•

Radio
Thaek
DEALER

10-7 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.
Closed Sun.
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

MA DIVISION OF 'ANDY t OP 2ORATION
A

t'At;1-: to THE Mt HHA V, Ky...
•

& TIMES. Milfida. May 21, W79

_ •
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$3 Million Damages May
Result From Hazard Fire

-411

HAZARD. Ky. I AP) Damages may total $3 million
following a weekend fire
which damaged or destroyed
more than half a dozen
buildings, including City Hall,
in this east Kentucky city.
Mayor William Gorman Sr.
said it would be business as
usual today after city offices
were moved a block down the
-Street to a vacant building.
No one was injured in the
early Saturday morning blaze,
- which authorities say apparently broke out in the rear
of a bar and pool room on
Main Street. By the' time
firefighters arrived, the
flames had already reached a
• nearby jewelry store and a
hardware store.
A call .went out for
firefighting
help
from
surrounding communities, but

while those units were en
route, the fire swept into City
Hall, which sits on a hill
behind the buildings first hit.
It took firefighters from
Hazard
plus €.0 from
Whitesburg, Lecher County,
Jackson and the Perry County
community of Holmes more
than three hours to bring the
blaze under control.
Hazard Fire Chief Ray
Merrill said the cause of the
Sire is still undei- investigation
and arson has not beeh ruled
out.
Merrill edited the use of a
snorkel
pplied by the
Whitesburg firefighters with
preventing a greater loss of
property.
"I think the fire would have
wiped out the entire city block
without that snorkel," the fire
chief said. We put every
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Shively Man Dies
After Auto Accident

It's 11
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

40'

1,«
•.• ,• '0- dok 753.111115

I, A 'Nix. iall y Al

Starks Nardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

By request, we will be
taking graduation pictures at Murray and
Calloway. Call for
details, Carter Studio,
753-1298.

114
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4.8
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6;33 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12.30 on WSJP.

CUSTOM DOZING
$32.00 per hour
Free Estimate
753-6391

Would the people
who were- formerly employed
by:

REDUCE SAFE and fasi
with GoBese Tablets and E
vap "water pills" Holland
Drug, 109 S 4th Street
WHAT' WE do best is care
Needline, 753.6333

LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) -.
A 60-year-old Shively man
died Sunday at SS. Mary &
Elizabeth Hospital after being
involved in an automobile
accident Friday.
Paul T. Foster Sr., police
said, was driving when his car
left the road and s.truc.k__ a
utility pole.
The cause of death is pen-.
ding the results of an autopsy,
authorities said.

R.G. Fishing

Supplies
Please call 75384321.

BIBLE CALL
Near Monday and
Tuesday
"Racial
Prejudice," 759-4444
Children's Story "Visitors
From
Heaven," 759-4445.

I

Subscribers who Mov• not
received Hulk bome-de6vered
copy of The ?dorm Leaver
Tomos by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Fridsy or by 3:30 p.m. on
Sew-days we wiped to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
sad 6 p.m., Mortiery-Freirry, or
3:30 p.m. sad 4 p.a. Seer..
days, to Wow* delivery of H14
newspaper. Calk Faust be
pieced by 6 p.m. wifeirdays or
4 p.m. Satwiloys to geersetes
delivery.

-

Hickory smoked bor-Iseque, 25 years experience. Roberson NihBurger inn, 413 S. 4th
St. 753-9151.

Photo Copy
Machine
Sales & Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS

MISS YOUR PAPER?

DO YOUOWN ANY

-IDLE"DIAMONDS?
Let usreset
them in lowly
•'Ear Resistible"

ITs3-1123

EAR
STUDS

FOR SALE

55 Gallon
Drums

as...ac by lashoundie +6.1,11er
rtsviane' **rod mew iv.,
st,
el rnucierato prK

Thornton
Tile
It Marble

FURCHES JEWELRY
S.40 Murray

612 Sc. 9th
fag Fibs Service
At Big Dtscoot

*Cassie% Tosoups
*Sisedts
*Onkel
*Worst Systems
*Canapeer Belem*
(Airlowetive)
*tares Troia
dug
*.*sr.,& Lobe
*Batteries, Noses, lefts
(date 4coaseries, etc.)
Fall II6PICT1011.
Gloopieto Nes of cr. tract,
term tires, tire shop II road
sank*

J&K
Contractor 4.-Svc. Co.
Specializing in removing
water from tinder houses
; Engr. Wort
Giecrele Usloweiks
Gwen% Pesos
Stone Drell Coast
Concrete Carte Garters

'Quality Corrtrolod
Contractors'
Wayne.;ohnston 48S-2506
Bonet Kirin 436-7219
.
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BEETLE BAILEY
I CAN'T GO
ON THE HIKE,
I HAVE A
SORE
BACK
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YOU DON'T HAVE
A SORE BACK!
iT'S •ALL IN
YOUR MIND!

'
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1 WHERE'S

LYING DOWN
WITH A HEAT NG
PAP ON HIS .E..<0
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Advanced,
Inc.

Dick
Overby-Gen.
Mgr.
John Newberry-Serv.
Mgr.

IT HOLO5 ,%1CRE)
POTATO CHIPS!

Mq OLD

S. HELP WANTED

•

N. Ilift sad Peer Farm Seat

11111 PalliNG MIMI 0000

.

2 NOTICE

U -Pick
Strawberrios

Artcraft Studios
lig Sc. I2xi1•753-01335

11151
I.

ladder that we had, but they
weren't doing us any good.
The snorkel saved us."
Offices on the first floor ot
City Hall suffered extensive
water and smoke damage, but
Gorman said most current
records were saved.
"The city of Hazard will
continue as if this had never
happened," the mayor said.
The police, department
above city offices was gutted
by the blaze. Pnlice Chief Don
Brashear said many records
and some radio equipment
were salvaged. He said total
fire damages to the business
district were at least $3
million.

FILM, FLASH CUBES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,

•
57 58

5l6 '

11

2. N TICE
FRE STORE.7594600.

etAssmElls

•

S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: 5 MONTH old female
Boxer puppy, in vicinity of
Dogwood Drive and Glendale
road. Has collar, brown with
white markings. Childrens
pet Reward./-Call Hilbard,
753.5598 or 753.8788.
6. HELP WANTED
•
CASHIERS NEEDED at the
new Save Mart. Full time or
part time, excellent pay,
good opportunity. Call Jim
Sparks (502) 684 9558, after 6
Pm.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators Apply in
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray; K Y,
GROUNDS KEEPER, 20
hours per week. Apply at
-Regal 8 Inn, S 12th Street,
Murray. •
MAID. 20 TO 30 hrs per week.
Merit pay plus bonus plan
Apply in person, Regal 8-Inn,•
5 12th Street, Murray.

WANTED
SUBSTITUTE
carrier for Ledger route,
Southeast part of Murray
Call 753 7809 after 6 pm
C. SITUATIONS WANTED
WOULD
LIKE
tO
do
babysitting in my home,
located between Kirksey and
Murray. 753 05)6.
WILL DO housework or odd
iObs around the house. Call
759 1992.
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
MANAGER
FOR
new
Minnens store opening soon
in
Murray.
Experienced
retail person preferred
Write Minnens, Inc., P 0
Bos 993, Paducah, KY 42001.
Give
all
pertinent
educational and employment
background An equal op
portuinty employer.
SWIMMING
POOL
distributor has surplus brand
new first quality above
ground family pools complete with
Filter, ladder,
sun deck, stairs, pump,
completely installed only
$796 No money down, terms
arranged to fit your budget.
Call warehouse toll free in
Kentucky area I-800 292 9438:
Elsewhere call collect (502)
458 1562.
$180 - $480
WEEKLY,
SELLING information by
mail. Free details. Write
Rodgers, Rt.5, Box 427, E5,
Hope, Arkansas 71801.
13. SALE OR TRADE
1952 CHEVROLET for sale
or trade for boat and motor
Will run, needs starter, little
rust. Call 435 4287.
14. WANT TO BUY
JMNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
47'4 0838
USED JOHN Deere lawn
mower, la or 16 hp Call 489
2551 after 3 pm call 753 1870
WANTED TO buy_ standing
timber, top prices paid. 439
2334.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE. bass or ski boat,
Winner Piranha model, 55 hp
.Evinrude motor with trailer,
good condition. 753.6074.
VigE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753 1551 or 7539104.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
ANTIQUE WALNUT dining
room set and china cabinet.
Call 753-2551,
BUILT IN oven, hood, and
surface unit, $50 489 2623
FOR SALE
Bargain, top
quality, bedroom suite, twin,
American
Drew,
sofa
sleeper. Jamison, chair,
Stratalounger,
chair,
Vanguard; dinette set by Lloyd; bar stools. Sam
sonite. end table; like new.
Call 753 tom
FRENCH
PROVENCTAL,
cbmplete, canopy bed and
dresser. Call 153,9206.
ti,AATTRESS AND springs for
Sale. Fair condition. $25 Call
753 0806.
19" PORTABLE COLOR
television, excellent con
dition, 40- Kenmore gas
range. 753 73.46.
32' X 12' OF GREEN nylon
scukptu'red carpet. Also
drapes to match, in good
condition. 753.2347.

SEWING MACHINES
SEWING' MACHINE with
cabinet, lust- Tike new. S150.
Call 753 8200.
19. FARM EQUIP.
CASE 1150 TRACK loader,
excellent all the way,$11,000
(615) 232 7404.
HEAVY
DUTY
tri axle
trailer, 52000. (615) 232 7404.
MF TWO row rotary hoe and
cultipacker, 7' im mower,
good *cond t ion. Also a 22'
La ytof1 -cam per Phone 435
4301.
' NEW
TOBACCO scaffold
wagons, double wide, 24'
long. 1 886 6029 in Hopkin.
sville after 6 pm

SCAFFOLD WAGONS
New, Sturdy, 24' long.
See Bob Nanney 107
4th St. or Phone 7534937 or 753-1951 nights.
22. MUSICAL
G.E. STEREO, AM FM 8
track and record player with
4 speakers, like new, $150
Call 753 8200

You can't enjoy your collectors print if
you have stored under the bed or in
the closet.
So Hang It Up
But Frame It First.
We Have A
Number Of Framed
Prints On Sale
Latest Prints
of

Ensor, Ken Holland
and Neal Holland
Also

We Have
ON THE 5KULL O HIS
FATHER'S KILLER, HE
5AWE THE OATH.. THE
FIRST PION7*.f...
I'LL DEVOTE /WelFE
TO 0E5-TROY PIRACY,
CRUELTY AND INJUSTICE.
MY DE5CENDANTS
WILL FOLLOW ME..

400 YEAR5 AGO, THE 50LE
.SURVIVOR OF A PIRATE RAIDVVASHEP UP ON A REMOTE
BAA6A L LA SHORE.„ FOUNP BY
FRIENPLY

GENERATIONS FOLLOWE0 HIM..
SEAFARERS AND JUNGLE
FOLK THINKING HIM THE
SAME MAN„.IMMORTAL

Faded Glory and
Other Jeans
and Tops

MOW „NEME6,
OF EVIL -DOERS
EVERYWHERE_
21tI OF HIS
LINE„,OuR
PHANTOM.
1
,

/

Blackford House
Gallery

/
•
TOMORROW: rro-

-PRICE

•

Dixieland Shopping Center

FOR MORE PRORTA111,1 RENS

23 EXTERMiNATING

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
24. MISCELLANEOUS
AIR
COMPRESSORS,
Quincy, Ingersoll Rand, etc.
Sales, Parts and Service 442
9396.'
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET,
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants,
discontinued
paint, interior and exterior.
Big savings! Sherwin
Williams Company, 753.3321.
FOR SALE: electric Royal
Jetstar typewriter, like new,
cost $200. asking .$100. 436
2154.
FLATBED TANDEM trailer
with ramps, 20 ft. long, 7 ft. 6
inches wide. Phone 753.1261
after 5pm.
MAN'S SCHWINN bicycle,10
speed, $80, cost new $154).
Call 753 8200.
SAW
DUST
for
sale
Shoemaker Lumber Com
pany, McKenzie, TN (901)
352 5777
WORMS, RED worms, Nile
crawlers;
Rex's Worm
Farm, I rvan Cobb Road,
Highway 732. Phone 436 5894,
26. TV-RADIO
WANTED RESPONSIBLE
party to take up payments on
25" color t v. J & B Music,
753 7575.
27, MOB. NOME SALES
1978 MODEL LIBERTY,12 X
60, 2 bedroom mobile home,
ell electric, well insulated,
with Kenmore refrigerator
and ice maker. Take over
payments. Call 753 0270 or
7534CM.
1970
NEW
MOON, 2
bedroom, gas, furnished,
underpinning, utility pole
and extras. 436-2199.
•
1973 NOBLE, 12
bedrooms, 2 baths. Located
in Riveria Courts Central
air, underpinned, ready to
live in, extra nice, $5400 Call
436-2430
TWO
MOBILE
Homes
located at River ia Court, own
natural gas, air conditioned,
carpeted, tied doWn, and
underpinned Ready to live
in. Call 436 2430

27. MOB. HOME SALES
1971,
02
X
TWO
60,
BEDROOMS, P 2 baths,
retrigerator, stove, un
derpinned. storage building,
all in excellent condition.
$4500. Call 759 48/6
12 X 60 TWO BEDROOM
mobile home, gas heat, air
conditioned,
underpinned,
washer and dryer, 10 X 12
outbuitcling, located at Fox
Meadows. 759 4964 after 6
pm
12 X as MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, nice and in good
condition. Priced at 53350.
Phone 753 1873.
211. MOB. NOME RENTS
NICE TWO bedroom mobile
home, $75 deposit, $150 per
_month rent, central fleet and
Non
pets. Cat< t53.480137 12 X 52, NEAR KIRKSEY,
small garden if preferLad.
$125 per month Call 489 2118.
30. BUS. RENTALS
FOUR CAR shop for rent
Call 753 8606 between 7 am
and 5 pm
31. WANT TO RENT
WANTED TO rent: one
bedroom apartment. close to
MSU, through May 1980. Call
753 8814_
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED ONE and three
bedroom apartments, ad
ioining university, 1303
Chestnut. Phone 753 5101.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
SLEEPING ROOMS. newly
redecorated. one block from
University, $70 per month,
utilities furnished 159 4909 or
753 1812
31. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT • 2 bedroom
house at
1614 Calloway
Avenue. Call 492 8225.
FOR RENT: house in New
Concord. Can 436 2498.
NICE FOUR room h04/6e
With_ stove and refrigerator,
nice carpeting, $100 per
month, deposit required. 753
1427.
WANTED HOUSE to rent,
near campus, excellent
references Call 753 3713 or
753 6400.
36. RENT OR LIAM

Mini

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753 4758

NOTICE
The Paducah, Kentucky Cement Mason Joint Apprenticeship Committee, in cooperation with the
Cement Masons Local 00135 and the Western Kentucky Construction Association are accepting applications for the Cement Masons Apprenticeship
Program.
1. Apprenticeship application forms are
available at the office of the Western Kentucky Construction Association, 1930 North 13th St., Paducah,
Ky. Applications will be distributed from May 15
through May 31, 1979. Applications distributed must
be returned no later than June 15, 1979. At the time
the application is returned,the following items of information must be supplied:
a ) transcript of school courses
(b) substantial evidence of age I birth certificate,
etc.)
-(c) military service record if applicable I
2. Apprenticeship applicants must meet the
following requirements:
(a ) the applicant must be at least 18 years of age
(b ) the applicant must satisfy the Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee, and/or the
- Local Joint Committee that he has the ability to
master the rudiments of the trade.
(C) the applicant must have sufficient
educational preparation to complete satisfactorily
the required related instruction.
Id ) the applicant must be physically able to perform all the work required of the trade
e / the applicant must meet such other
entrance-qualifications as shall be established by the Joint
Apprenticeship and Training Commitee ancUor the
Local Joint Committee.
((I the applicant must have completed a
minimum of eight years of school.
(g) apprenticeship -applicants who meet the
above qualifications will be notified by mail, at their
last-known address, of the time and place to appear
for an interview.
Selection of Apprentices Shall Be Made On
The
Basis of Qualifications Alone, Without Regard To
Age, Race,Creed, Color,Sex,or National Origin.

OWNERS-OPERATORES
Due to new I.C.C. Authority out of Western
Kentucky and Western Tennessee, we are
looking for operators based in this area.

Must be 25 years of age and have 2 years
over-the-road experience. We offer many
benefits, such as medical and life insurance,
weekly settlements, and traffic lanes to get
you home sooner. For more information call
the 100% Owner-Operated CompanyColonial Refrigerated Transportation, Inc.
We will have a leasing representative in
Murray, KT May 24, 22, and 23, at the
Rohde; Inn, phone (502) 241-3700 and ask
for Harold Johnson or Mike Rickey. Or call
Colonial Refrigerated Transportation, Knoxville, TN, 800-251-9134, toll free or (615)
968-911.1 collect.

PLUMLEY RUBBER COMPANY, 1101 N.
Market Street, Paris, TN is now accepting applications for permanent
positions and summer employment for
high school graduates and college
students. Applications will be accepted
Monday through Friday from 8 til 5
p.m. M/F. An equal opportuitiii employer.
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$1. CAMPERS

36 RENT OR LEASE

,20 FOOT GILES travel
trailer, self contained, like
new, only used 4 times. 53500.
Phone 753 4702.
14' TRAVEL TRAILER,
Sleeps
a f2o5ur
C ps9.
90. self contained

Warehouses
Storage
Space
For Rent
Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
business
antiques,
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
U. PETS-SUPPLIES.
BLACK LABRADOR puppy,
6 months, female. $75 or best
offer Shepherd puppies, $20
'759 1739
BEAUTIFUL MALE Collie,
A K C, 3 years old, needs good
country home or fenced in
Yard Phooe 753 1336
CLIP POODLES in my
home, pickup and delivery
by appointment. Call 436 2510
frbm 8 am till 5 pm.
FREE TIGER striped kjt
tens. 436.5502.
GREAT DANE puppies, AK
Also
C. 8 weeks, $75
Labrador
available
Retreiver puppies, AKC, 8
weeks. Paradise Kennels,
753 4106.
ENGLISH
REGISTERED
Setter puppies, 9 weeks Old,
breeding,
championship
Benton, KY.527-8392.
43. REAL ESTATE
62 ACRES LOCATED in
North Calloway On Collins
Road Fenced on 3 sides with
good creek. Ideal for cattle
or horses Approximately 70
acres tendable with more
Possible. Only 525,000. The
Nelson Shroat Co 759 1707

CHARM AND
PERSONALITY
This home is located in
one of Murray's most
sought
after
residential areas. The
beautiful decor is
waiting for your
family and furniture.
The master bedroom
suite is M x 15, large
closets and there are
2'02 baths. Many extras
that make this a home
you will need to see.
Priced in the VO's.
You can see this lovely
home
today
by
phoning
Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222.

OWNER SAYS SELL!
NOW! Country lovers,
here's your chance to
move into this 3
B.V.
bedroom,
situated on 4 acres
West of Kirksey. Built
in 1971, this lovely
home has great-room
w/fireplace, draperies, range, refrigerator
all included. Drive-in
garage in basement.
MAKE AN OFFER
TODAY. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
I. I St.

TWW you cee afford to bey?
Dwain emt. am be rented to
belp make moments. Demo
Win Ms twe bedrooms,
firoplece.
, new
,
I
famed beamed is Wei for
cadres inn pets AA.,
$44,000. 1316 Pronier

John Smith, Realtor

753-7411 (anytime)

BOYD-MAIO
REAL ESTATE
7518080

"EXPANSIVE BUT
NOT EXPENSIVE"
Over 3,000 sq. ft. of
living area with a two
Four
lot.
acre
bedrooms, two baths,
living room, dining
room, family room
with fireplace on
ground floor. Walk-out
basement has two
bedrooms, bath,
kitchen, living area,
recreation room with
fireplace. Central gas
heat and central air.
Priced in the $60's.
Kopperud
Phone
Realty 753-1 222,
anytime.

I

Pr of err...nal Servues
Fnendlv Touch"
With

Tir

JUST IN TIME FOR
SUMMER CAMPERS
- Five lots, almost 1
acre, wooded and
ideal
lovely, an
hideaway for campers,trailers, etc. Just
listed at only $1,800.00
in the Cypress Springs
area. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

on-

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

ah,
15
ust
me

Souths,de Court Square

Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

in-

te,
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BOAT,
TRAILER, and
motor,$350. 767-6101.
' Silver,
1976'SUNSET, 161/2
red, 135 hp Motor, 'power
trs3
7
i m1,6654
2.300. Call 753-3016 or
53. SERVICESOFFERED
REPAIR
APPLIANCE
service, refrigeration and air
o3ndwit6i2
c5
7
oning. Bill
Rollins,
'9'9 Ur' led

NEW LISTING IN
GATESBOROUGH
Attractive 3 bedroom home less than 1 year old.
Economic heat pump, lovely den with fireplace
and beautiful decor throughout. Located on a
quiet private street away from main traffic.
Phone 753-1222 for all the details!

ily

WATERFRONT
THREE
lots, $25000 2 watery iew lots
that join TVA, 516,000 5 lots
Kentucky Lake dev.,
in
$1,500. Call the Nelson Shroat
Co., 759 1707
1)1

at,

Sinai5
-t9
v'
n
'Ti.
cej9-fInterested in owning your own
cleanup

2, two

kb pluir'
bedroom apartments on

er-

We 101 in city limits of
Murray? Call Wayne Wilson at

43. REAL ESTATE

olaka
South 1 21h at SYcarn0,•
TELEPHONE 7531651

A home that fills all
the bills is found at
1397 Johnson. Three
bedrooms, built-in
and
range
ample
refrigerator,
built-ins and storage,
fenced back yard with
shade, walk to shopping. It would be our
pleasure to show it to
. you!

m11110:11
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Professional Sen,lees
With The Friend!) Touch'
LAKEFRONT PROPERTY-Beat the high

cost of travel, the
gasoline shortage enjoy your own lake
front home with sensational view, private
boat dock. Twobedroom home in
lovely Panorama on
shady lot. Only $38,900.
Better hurry! Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
or!
Wt-TAT YOU'VE asked -fAcreage at a reasonable
33
with
m-1
acre
price .46
tendable...corn, A.C. and
and
tobacco
D. F
soybeans...tucked away in
all
to
close
yet
the country,
753.
Call
, necessities.
Loretta
by
1492...offered
Jobs Realtors,

Ainley Auction
Realty Sales
col. 11.1•117 AllIttl
Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
479-771?
Ph got .47O-29
Ti

753-3263

int
the

p

a

REALTY

he
eir
!tar

WILSON
(S. REAL ESTATE

'he
To
isms

NEW BUSINESS IN TOWN
Murrayfaving Co. Inc.

•
I.

iy

I.
ik

III

753-1222

INSURANCE
" 392 11.12* St.

Experience
In
Blacktopping, Grading,
Excavating &Dozer Work
*No Job To Large Or &nail*
FREE ESTIMATE
PHONE

K-

436-5874

5)

Owners

Ronnie Geurin
436-5874

Paul Welch
753-0236

ADD-ITIONS, REPAIR work,
circulating
fireplaces,
roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753.

feature S.

I SEE NO CHANGE IN CARTER'S
PROGRAMS NOW THAT HE'S ?ARTH5 HAIR ON THE LEFT."
NE

NEIGH
QUIET
the
to
BOR HOOD...walk
PICTURESQUE SETTING! shopping center from your
new 3 bedroom, 1 1 2 bath
Spacious lot nestles im
maculate 3 bedroom home. It home., all appliances..,heat
calls the lovers of flowers., pump...all this and only
mid
the
in
priced
trees, outdoor living. Tri
by' Loretta
level with fireplace, sun S30's...offered
porch, and formal dining Jobs Realtors
room See it today by calling
753 1492 offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors

WW1 TO 30400l - Tom
Mocks from PAW end masa
soot from tobertsen. Atheist,' 4 bedroem, 2 both
been with mann bee and
W. Wiwi for yews fen*.
Offered it 544,310.

52. BOATS & MOTORS
1976 BOMBER BASS boat
fully equipped with 65 hp
Mercury motor, M I. M
16. trailer. $2700. Calll
3 2o3m
c5ust
7

Professional Services
With The Frrendis, Touch'.

ire

the

I t:

43. REAL ESTATE

43 REAL ESTATE

FOR RESULTS

"OFTEN SOUGHT,
SELDOM FOUND"
Seldom does such an
opportunity come
along where a home in
the $40's offers so
many extra features.
conveniently
A
three
designed
2 bath
/
bedroom, Ti1
home wit,h tpaneled
family roorli and
sliding glass deors
overlooking a private
back patio. Located 4
miles from Murray.
Let us show and tell
you all about this
lovely new home.
Kopperud
Phone
Realty, 753-1222. We
of
are
members
Multiple Listing
Service.

46. HOMES FOR SALE
market...brick
ON
NEW
Colonial ranch, 3 bedrooms,
1 1/2 bath, family room, many
luxury features, quiet street,
by owner. 753-0788.
PRIVATE, QUIET, - house
located 1,2 mile off paved
road. Extra nice 2 bedroom
frame, 2 car block garage,
well, large garden. Fenced
lot with large barn and tool
shed. Approximately 3 acres
or more if desired. Located
west of Lynn Grove off 94
Highway. Call 345-2270.
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
near University on quiet
street, master bedroom
suite, fenced, landscaped
back yart, productive fruit
trees, outside storage plus
wired and heated shop. Call
753-U29.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1975 MR 175 HONDA, good
condition, $25/1 Call after 4
pm,753-9956 or 753.9500.
48. AUTO.SERVICE
SUMMER'S COMING so let
the sun shine in, with a new
sun roof. Large selection. We
install. 753.8085.
49. USED CARS
1976 BUICK SPECIAL, V6,
Illerit gas mileage, clean.
e5x3cevo
7
1977 BUICK REGAL, extra
sharp; low mileage, excellent
gas mileage. Carl 753-7597
_
after 5 pm.
1972 BUICK CENTURION,
$400. Call 474-8823.
COLLECTORS ITEM, 1971
III, loaded with
Mark
equipment and in good
condition, $2000 Phone 3546691.
1974 COUGAR XR 7, 64,000
mites, excellent condition,
AM-FM 8 track, double
power, air, power windows.
Call 753-9401.
CHOICE: 1968 Ford Wagon,
1973 Dodge Sedan_ Nice local.
area cars. 1630 Farmer. 753.
3202.
1968 FIREBIRD, 5500, 350 3.
speed, in fair condition. Call
436-2727.
1970 FORD FAIRLANE, air
new
conditioned,
transmission and new tires. Call
759.4968.
1976 ,LEMANS
SPORT
Coupe. Double power and
air, 260' V8 _engine, gets excellent mileage, $1950. Phone
354-6217.
1974
LEMANS
SPORT
Coupe,• power steering,
brakes, and air. Console,
AM FM radio„ one owner,51,000 miles, $1875. Call 753..
-814.MON T% C AmRi Ll
1974
midnight blue with white
vinyl top, 47 00 miles,
loaded, in excellent condition. Phone 753-0905.
1971 MAVERICK, 4 DOOR,6
cylinder, automatic, air,
good condition. $975. Call 753
8124.
MUSTANG
1971
30Z
automatic, quad tape, mag
wheels, $800. Must sell. Call
7531477.
PLYMOUTH
1970
ROAD
Runner, 383 engine with air,
has new tires. good body and
running condition. $850.
From 10 till 5 30, 753-4150
after 5:30 call 759-1613, ask
for Jerry Keith

1972 Chevy impala in
good condition. Call
753-9964 after 5 p.m.

A1I6R
5
7.COMPRESSORS and air
tools repaired. Sales, Parts,
and Service. 442-9396.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1•
KEIsT'S LAWNMOWER
395-4967 or 1 ,362-4895.
BACK HOE WORK,' septic repajr, 718 S 4th Street, same
tanks, gravel and dirt day Service. 753-7400.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
hauling. 753.5808 or 753-5706.
ROOF - and/ gas installation, will do
BUSHOGGtNG,
repair and new roofing, plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753.7203.
building tear downs, sum
merize houses, trailer roof MITCHELL BLACKTOP coating, if you need it we'll PI NG, driveways and small
proba.,y do it. Experienced jobs a speciality, also patand guarenteed work. 753- ching and seal coating. 7531537.
2418 between tam and 9 pm.
HOME anchors
CONCRETE & BLOCK work. MOBILE
underpinning,
Block garages, basements, and
in 3 colors, and
aluminum,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753, fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio
awnings and aluminum
5476. -CAN'T GET those small jobs carports, single and double,
in colors. Phone 753-1873.
around the house or mobile
by
TUNING
home done? Carpentry, PIANO
plumbing, registered guild craftsman.
'painting,
siding, Patios, Dwight Jackson, Mayfield,
m
c
m
i
aluminum
sma (rurrete jc,bs. Call 436. 2'47-5334.
alte,
WILL DO plumbing, heating
save on and air conditioning, repairs
.6
er;MCircle A and remodeling around the
s
a:,.
home. 753-2211.
,.407.
CLEANING, at WILL HAUL driveway white
CAP'c
reasonaoie rates. Prompt rock and Ag lime, also have
and efficient service. Custom any type of brown or white
Roger
gravel. Call
Pea
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CARPET CLEANING, free Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-4545.
satisfied
estimates,
references, Vibra.Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-587.
need stumps
VOU
DO
removed-from your yard or
) We
land cleared of stumps"
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435
4343,
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas white rocked and- graded, brown and white pea
gravel. Free estimates.
Clifford Garrison, 753.5429
after 4 pm.

Need Windows
Washed?
Call ATRON'S
Window Washing
Service

753-2501

After 5:00 p.m.

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

56. FREE COLUMN
FREE KITTENS, 2 females,
black; 1 male, black and
white Call 759 1877 after 5
Pm.
FREE, OfiE
minature
Schnauzer, male. One Collie
type female, spayed. Both
excellent pets, about 4 years
old. 753.9458. 57. WANTED
BABYSITTER FOR three
school aged boys. Days,
summer Must have drivers
license.
and
Responsible
mature. Call after 5, 759-4094
or 753-7307.
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, $4.50 for 51.00
face. Kennedy halves 1965
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
(901) 642.5118.
WANTED: SOMEONE to
mow and care for lawn on
regular basis. Call 753-2911.
WANT TO buy or rent: farm
house with small acreage,
away from main highway or
houses. Call 436 3138.

FOR SALE
.YEAR ROUND ON SUMMER
You'll love this 3 bedroom double-wide mobiel
home situated on a beautiful wooded half acre
lot. Located on Oak Lane in Baywood Vista Subdivision near Blood River, the lot is surrounded
by redwood fencing, there are white rock walks
and patio, and covered picnic area. The home
also has living room, eat-in kitchen, dining room,
2 baths, and utility with washer and dryer included. All this beauty, comfort and serenity for
only $20,000.00. Let us show you today.
CALL COLLECT
Home: 247-7514
Office:

C. or.

247-1385

Skelton

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
730 PARIS ROAD

MAYFIELD" KENTUCKY 42066

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.

uIn

OWN THIS

Huge

14

L

Free Estimates

•

101J101 31 X111

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE HOURS

Closed All Day Wed.

Monday-F rula 7:30-Noon

Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

PECIAL

PRICE SHAVE $1.25

PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50

For bespitel 8, house calls please cell 753.3635 one day in advents. Notary Public Service.

AO
P
HOLS
N''

$1388.

INCLUDE:
Commercial

Residential

Now only

$777
eaws,trieref.y legarvelled

• Filter 4 Pump

inaneing

• Steel bracing
•Sun deck

K-C Electric

• Lily Pad Skimmer
• Heavy Gauge Vinyl Liner

Prompt

Great Savings ON 22 MODELS

CALL NOW!

• Pool Ladder
• Safety

753-5929

Fence 4 Stairs

(502)966-4258
out of town call collect

1, •

Efficient Service

I

PENGUiN POOLS

operator on
Duty 20 Hrs

1in Inv Volley R004, Sulte 104,1,061.011e. Kt
.- -....-... .........•.MEM.
111111

, CallAnytime Day or Night

Coll 7 days
a week

VW.

.C.P.111
,
,I•re III

...co.

Dial-A-Service
This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

OS

"

r

Sl_SERVICES OFFERED
WET
We
BASEMENT?
make, wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-442-7026.
WILLIE'S
INTERIOR,
exterior
painting. Free
estimates. Call 759-1867 after
5 pm.
WILL PLOW and disk
gardens. 753 1973 or 753-3413.
WILL WASH and wax your
cars-vans, at your home. For
appointment call 753-3728, 7
to 9 am or 8 to 10 pm.

SPRING
CLEANING?

410
•

Oil•

OA

A New Insulation Service

11111W
•
•

Modern Energy

Must sell.

PONTIAC
BON
1975
NEVILLE, 2 door, AM-FM
tape, electric windows,$1950
753-4445.
1977 Z.2.13_CVA,R(19.
L ZTERRU-CwKi TFtS
5E
8
USED
50.0
1m
4ftw
a
r e1e21
eh
drive. Call ,p6 2716
noon.
1974 CHEVY C65 with 10 ft
excellent
atr„ gorrrea
T
t,i_cdumO
ave
ro
g hin
e
atter,04
shape,57500 q,I5) 232-74.
1977 CREW CAB, Dodge
truck, silver
pm, 753-9322
CHEROKEE JEEP, V8
withpictureWindo,
1977pOpGEVANosa
1974
engine, power steering and
brakes, air and winch. Call
898 2158 after 5 orweekends .

44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR SALE: lot zoned for
customized
Professiona!ly
duplex or fourplex. Call 753
8067 after 4 pm.
removable table e 'Captain
chairsfulycarpetedistereo,Avmtape,fui
46. HOMES FOR SALE
NEW HOME,.3 bedrooms, 2 power and aa', low mileage
baths For more details call May be seen at Darnell
_4_Wi_ .
94
9
753 5167.
EwaY1_
AiLgh
,
arRine,SH
MO
F
NEW LISTING. 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with YVB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric- air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W D conncections,
lots of storeage, wdlk in
closets
Low
560's.
Appointment &sty, 753 4133
or (713) 526 1592. 3844 Lake
St., Houston, TX 77098.

S3.SERVICESOFFBREO
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates tpt
your
needs.
FOR
YOUR chfilin link
fencing
needs, , contact
Ward. Free
Montgomery
estimates. 753-196117
FOR YOUR garden breaking
and discing, call 753.6123.
home
FOR
YOUR
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, alsci new homes
and commercial, call 7536123.
.
Sears,
GUTTERING i BY
Sears contirsOus gutters
your
,per
installed
Call Sears
specifications
estimates.
753-2310 for fr
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
excellent references, call
753-1486 betWeen 7 am and
3:30 pm,as'for Shelley.
in
BLOWN
INSULATI N
attics and • walls. For free
estimates tall 753-7505 or 7538277.
i
IT'S CLEAN-UP time. Junk
cars cluttering your yard and
fields? F ee pickup service.
474-8854 qr 527-1315.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, Save on these high
heating' and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753.2310, for free
estimafies.

motor,
390
pickup,
automatic. Price S1 100. Call
WITH
after
W Prn11 ff. New
GmC
399957
96
15
7
Leader spreader bed, new
motor,$6000. 1615) 232-7404.
EL
Fordpickup
0D297M
19
For details ca 11
Weekdays 10
CAMPERS
' Coachman
t2(It4n'ir,g and air.
t: w
LEiE
w
S AP
AeT
CRp
lO.rn
5Fa
c
5499
Call 753

4

Methods

Fire

753-1441

.
OERRY's
&

REFINISHING
I,CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
•Reflo,shtng.8 teepo4s
.Custom Built Furniture
•Anhque Brass Hordwo,e
•l.,.slom 8,,,It Kitchen
Cob,nets

492-8837

753-7505'or 753-8277
.
Hinman's
Rentals
H..p., tordoii, we., sewer,
power sad Centre, feels and
etc

753-5703
802 N. 18th Street
Murray.

Hwy.641 So.

Radio l 'a L

Free

Company

Termite Inspection

TAXI CAB '
SERVICE
a.m.-Midnight
7 Days A Week

6

,

Flies, Roaches,
.,SdNu Fish & Sh rubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.

Phone
- 753-5351

Police

753-1621

753-3914

If You're Too
Busy To Do
It Yourself

Taber's
Body Shop
24 Hour Wrecker
Service

753-3134
753-6117
1301 Cliestnut-Murray

alit>

.

Call

Murray
Remodeling
753-5167
MAGIC
NAT
Chimney Sweeping in the
tine old tradition

Quality Service
Company
Heal Pump. .
Spec,al,s to -

Modern Sheet mow
IL ServiceDiportmnts.

753-9290

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Business 759-4878
-
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Campaign...

Deaths And Funerals

the University of Kentucky's
(Continued From Page One
medical school. "We're trying
Democratic .clubs. He was to cut into the Sloane supslated to attend a fund-raising
port," McBrayer told a
evening.
event Sunday
reporter. And he said
Meanwhile, the Messenger- frequently that his campaign
services for
Inquirer in Owensboro, in a "is in good shape."
Funeral
The funeral for Hertle Craig
Sunday editorial, added its
Carlous Higgins of Murray
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of Hazel Route 3 was held
today
held
being
name to the list of Kentucky
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3
an
Route
Chrism
)
Luck
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August
Forme
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the
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,
Church
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died Saturday at 4:30 a.m. at Home with the Rev.
was a member, with the Rev.
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campaign Sunday to east
Hospital, Copeland and the Rev.. Paul
rd
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the
Newport High School, was
a
Frank Bratt officiating. Mrs.
Kentucky. After breakfast in
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expect
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